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TP' ''T"TE rIFFFNDER
Sat., April 14, 1956

C
,

Ah,Springtime, Her Bunny Has Come Again

MUCH IN DEMAND a h
stump (ellas, the stump) at
Le1foyne college is this giantsize stump on the front of the

college campus overlooking
Walker street. In the Spring
and Summer it always gets
its share of sitters. Holding

possession here are two freshman charmers, Miss Helen
Pettis, left of 1110 Lauderdale, an elementary educa.

lion major, and Miss Rose
Nell Sutherland, of Canton,
Miss., a social science major.
Understand some of the clubs

on campus are thinking about
giving the stump a coat of
paint.

Mrs. Louis Kirkwood, of 387
Miss Dorothy Anderson,, of
3288 Shelby drive, a fresh-

man, and standing is Miss
Clara Bardwell, of Humboldt,

Tenn., also a freshman. (Nes•
son Photos)

,

THE ORIGINAL BELL at Lem Moyne college attracts some
atteention for itself during a
Spring day last week. Miss
Sadie Beatrice Mahon, of 448B. Foote Park, and Bill Lit.

tie, a junior, of 919 McDowell,
choose the site for a chat.
liss Mabo n, a sophomore
majoring in elementary education, was sscctheart of the

Alpha Ball in February. The
bell was presented to LeMoyne
college in 1870 by Mr. and
Mrs. John R. Love. (Newson
Photos)

TWO OTHER lovely coeds
from the S. A. Owen Junior
college let the Spring a i r

guide them across the street
from the campus into the
beautiful yard of Mr. a n d

Flu. Barber Gets Big Role In Full Color, Wide Screen Picture
ORLANDO, Fla. — The mystery
of the bearded barber was solved
here when Empire Studios announced the signing of Eddie Butler for the role of "Louis Pacheco" in their full-color, wide screen
feature, "The Osceola Story."
Eddie and his father operate a
barbert shop in the Washington
Shores section of Orlando and their
customers became puzzled when
Eddie, a barber himself, suddenly found no use for the tools of his

trade. In fact, they said, this fellow was a poor advertisement for
the Butler shop.
The bashful barber wasn't saying too much about his sudden career as an actor because things
had happened so fast that he still
couldn't imagine why he was
growing a beard.
It all began some three years
ago when Eddie and his gospel
quartet were singing on a local
radio station where R. John Hugh,

MeharryMayBe Forced
To Leave Nashville
NASHVILLE — The charge that the Nashville City
council is failing to ,provide adaquate hospital aid for
needy patients was made by the head of Medical college,
nationally-famed medical school for Negroes, last week.
Dr. Harold D. West, Meharry president, told a public

DOGWOOD BLOSSOMS just
don't get out of reach in the
Spring. Attractire Miss Lula

Dencan of 294 Elder r o a d,
had to "limb up r step ladder to get to these on the S.

A. Owen Junior college campus but the Owen freshman
didn't let that get in her way.

meeting at First Baptist church,
that the college is certain to run
a deficit of $50,000 or more every
six months if the City Council continues its $471,617.77 appropriation
for indigent (needy) patient care
under terms of the 1955-56 hospital
contract Meharry has with t h e
city.
Ile said if the present condition
toward
bankruptcy
continues,
Nashville stands to lose both Meharry and Hubbard hospital to a
community 'Deter willing and able
to pay for the care of its indigent
sick. Already, President West added, some communities have indicated their eagerness to have the

institution.

president of Empire Studios, was te,st, turning in a stirring performthen a featured personality.
ance that should insure his career
as a capable dramatic actor.
AN ACTUAL FIGURE
Eddie was greatly impressed by SIGNIFICANT ROLE
Although the role of Louis Pathis sincere and talented man and
was little surprised when Mr. Eheco does not warrant star billHugh became president of Em- ing, it is a most significant role.
pire and director of its first filtn, Pacheco is an integral part of the
entire story and it is Pacheco
"Yellowneck."
The singing barber was surprised to learn that Mr. Hugh was
equally impressed and had remembered him when casting the spectacular story of Osceola. He was
tested for the role and accepted,
As Eddie poured over the script,
he beca the engrossed in the character he was to portray. Louis
Pacheco was an actual figure in
American history, a Negro bore
in times of slavery but a man who
remained free until his death.
LEARNED SEMINOLE
Pacheco took refuge with the
Seminoles in the restless days of
early America, becoming a friend
of the Indians and leader of escaped slaves, who, like the Indians, were constantly—pursued by
renegade traders and harassed by
the military.
Eddie found particular' significance in the matter of languages,
since all of his dialog in the picture was in Seminole. In addition to acting for the first time
in his life, Eddie Butler had to
learn one of the most difficult
tongues in the world.
There is no alphabet for the
MEET "LOUIS PACHEO,"
Seminole language.
the American figure born in
The praise of Director Hugh and
slavery time but remained
Eddie's fellow actors proved confree until his death, Eddie
clusively that the bearded barber

COUNCIL REFUSED
At a meeting last July 31, the
council agreed to allot Meharry
the $471,617 after a series of meetings that started with the college's
request for $731,956.35 for the
1955-56 period. The Council refused
the amount, charging Meharry
with four operational deficiencies
that were unjustifiably raising the
cost of indigent patient care at
Hubbard. College officials answered the charges point by point and
proceeded to readjust their figures, asking now for the principal
of Orlando has passed the acid
stun for 1955-56 Of $598,825.0;

Butler, an Orlando, Fla.,

.vho leads Major Dade Into
infamous masssacre,the high poi;
in the picture.
The fascinating account of "Osceola," starring James Craig.
Barton MacLane, Lita Milan an,1
introducing Dennis Cross, is scheduled for national release by
public Pictures in early Summer

barber and quartet singer
plays the Pacheco role in
"The Osceola Story" to be re.
leased this Summer.

•
•
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when the women of Mississippi
Blvd. Christian church present this
outstanding affair. ' T h e lovely
bride will be Mrs. Callie Stevens
with the handsome groom being
Mrs. Ray Brayon. Mrs. Georgia
Dancy will officiate as the preacher. You won't want to miss witnessing this affair which promises
"You've never seen clothes so
much rollicing fun. There will be
beautiful" - - "You've never seen
seven bridesmaids, and groomsst,yles so glorified," Miss Earline
men in addition to many other atHampton (the mystery voice of
tendants.
the GerSappa Dukes Fashion show(
On Sunday, April 15, outstanding
will say as she teas a potent fashtalent will be featured in a Spring
ion story at the Keel School FashMusical to be held at the church
ion Revue Tea.
at 5 p.m. Also featured on this
Models glamoured with design
occasion will be the Navy choir.
Speraheading this interesting caland glowed with color will be an
exciting event of special interest
endar of events which will be clirnaxed with their Annual Womto parents, students and friends
MISS BLUE REVIEW CONCharrnettes. (3) Miss Linda
ber of the Science club, t he
young ladies would wear the
of Keel school.
i THERE HASN'T BEEN A ing portrayal of these age old en's Day program on Sunday,
TESTANTS — (1) Miss NaoHaralson of Hamilton, w h o
Projectioners club, and h a s
title, "Miss Blue Review."
•The _guest models will be EdWEEKEND like the one just pass- characters by children lent charm April 22 at 11 a.m. is Mrs. H.
mi McAfee, B. T. Washingwill complete her high
held membership in the Na•
with grace. Sponsoring organLeMrs.
by
assisted
he
old
The
occasion.
to
little
Gilliam
A.
na Seay, Margaret Nubia, Mauton, was recently voted most
school work in three years
tional Honor Society for four
ization is Zeta Phi Beta soed for many months! The calen- witch who was so convincing. .. Eleanor Reed. They look forward
dine King 7 Willa Jones, Lois Simstudious and most likely to
instead of four. She is a feayears. Anyone of these lovely
rority. (Hooks Photos)
dar for Friday night was j a m and of course the seven drawfs. to your support in this their anmons, Lenora Steinberg, Dorothy
succeed.
president
She
school
is
vice
writer
h
e
ture
for
t
packed. , .with all the major Winning in high school division nual drive.
Johnson, Gladys Steinberg, Denise
of the senior class, holds
pa pe r, a member of the
•••
merrymaking facilities well occu- were in order: B. T. Washington.
Rochelle, Amelia Threat, June
membership in the Science
FBLA, Tri Iii•Y Band, LibraHamilton and Melrose. LeMoyne
DR. AND MRS. E. FRANK
Tucker, Gladys Graham, Beverclub, Projectioners club, and
pied:
ry club, and Math club. And
Garden Kindergarten won the prize WHITE were hospitable hosts to
Coleman, Ernestine Davis, Barly
Radgers,
has
been
of
a
member
t
h
Miss
e
(4)
and
sorority
Ernestine
was
night
Saturday
for their cute skits — Donald Duck two interesting friends last week
bara Kimball, Jesse Hill, Polly
National Honor Society f o r
Douglas. She too was recentbridge club meeting night. . and and Three Little Pigs
as former Memphian W. W. ButCaradine, Anna Barbara Mitchfour years. (2) Miss Helen
ly voted the most studious
so those who danced the night
20,000 Leagues Under the Seas ler, now agency director with the
ell and Martha Jean Steinberg
Griffin, Melrose is an honor
and the most likely to sucMemphis music lovers are look- and the,40 concerts she performed who will reign as the significant
before . . did a trifle more sit- was a fascinating study in chore- Mammoth Life Insurance company
student and a member of tile
ceed. She is president of the
ing forward to the appearance of in France alone this season in- fashion model.
National Honor Society, Liting the following night...As you ography and scenery which capti- in Louisville, Ky. visited along
student council, vice president
Miss
Betty Allen, brilliant young cluded appearances at St. Maio,
. .. vated the attention of the audi- with his daughter Sylvia. Guest
Po doubt realize by now
club,
brary
Zo-Zo club and
of the senior class, a memalso was Melvin Brown of Chicamezzo soprano who will be pre- Cognac, Brest, Rouen, Toulouse STUDENTS, TOO
Sunday is Tea Day. Yes, It is a ence.
Students will model too.
sented in concert at C. Arthur and Bordeaux.
Miss Rhomania was crowned on go. The men always manage to
neat pattern that has been carved
Bernice Lee, 5th grader, say
in
touch
keep
forlooking
and
are
Bruce
auditorium
at
returning
the
Le
Since
Moyne
to
United
and
delighted
stage
the
the
crowd
regarding
City.
.
out in the Bluff
she
won't have to wait 'till Mayward
toe
again
rneeting
when
the
college
by
the
appeared
Memphis
she
has
States
Tuskegee
with
the
its social life ... The only trouble with her graceful rhumba dance..
Alumni club on Friday, April 20. Hartford Symphony under Fritz time to slip into her blue nylon
.ther are never enough Fri- Miss E. A. Perkins, dance in- Kentucky Derby rolls around. .
Miss Allen was Boston Symphony Maier, making her second engage- dress with white dots, pink hat
days. Saturdays or Sundays in a structor of Arkansas AM and N as it usually does each year in
with bag and shoes to match, white
orchestra director, Charles ment under his baton.
month. ,and there are more than college was the guest artist. She Louisville.
•••
nylon gloves and blue earrings.
Munich's choice for contralto soenough organizations. Perhap s' is a member of Alpha Chi chapAs American artist in the fourth
Johnnie
Earl Hayes will be tops
loist
RENEE
LITTLE
Bach5s
ANTOINETTE
Passion.
in
According
of
Sigma
ter
Gamma Rho sororthat is the reason there is nevAlpha Eta Zeta chapter of Zeta ilton; Miss Ernestine
Rodgers, to Saint John which was the or- annual interchange of artists pro- on the well-dressed list for sumLAMONDUE is the new bundle of
er a dull moment. . .they spread ity at Pine Bluff.
Jeunesses
with
the
Musigram
Phi Beta sorority m ill culminate Douglas; and Miss Naomi Mc- chestra's featured work during
mer sports wear, in an outfit of
the activities out through the year
Serving as co-chairmen of Rho. joy that has thrilled the hearts of
cales abroad, Miss Allen performand
their 75th anniversary program ed 'through North Africa appear- light blue coat, dark blue trouVeola
Frank
LaMondue.
its annual "Miss Blue Review" Afee, B. T. Washington.
She
. .even triple up. ..when neces- mania were Sorors Ritta
Miss Gloria Callian, basileus, broadcast on third time Miss Allen
sers, blue shirt, and gray hat. Sonarrived on Sunday April 1. Both contest at "Fantasy in Blue" at
sary!
Jones, Mars Brooks.
Porte,Kahin
and all Zeta sorors are solicit- has appeared with Mr. Munch's ing in Algiers, Tunis. Bizerte, Bon ya Johnson, 4th grade, will wear
mother
and
daughter
are
doing
constantine, and a host of other
I Club Ebony Friday, April 27 at ing the support of the general
'WHITE SWANS OF CITIES Proceeds of the affair will benefit
a grey dress with permanent
symphony since he brought her to cities.
fine.
10 p.m. Four charming seniors public for the annual event which
slumbering in thy nest. , So won. worthy students on the college ley.'
•*•
pleats with red bolero that can be
the
several
front
years
fore
ago
North
Swift on the heels of her
are seeking this honor and schol- benefits the sorority's Eyglass
derfully built among the reeds of el. Soror Minnie Reid Echols is
worn with or without. White gloves
at Boston's Symphony Hall.
WENDELL WHALLTM .. native
Allen
successes,
Betty
African
arship for college study.
the lagoon..." from Longfellow's basileus.
and Scholarship projects. Tickets
and bag, while Peter Watkins will
appear
will
SUCCESSES
son
here
on
Friday,
MAJOR
THE
PRINCIPAL
orchestral
AND FACULscored in an
performThese deserving young women may be obtained from Zeta sorors
"Venice", was the interesting capApril 20 at 8:30 p. m. as director
During the past two seasons a ance of Honegger's "La Dense des be the "Man In The Grey Flannel
' •' •
are honor students and very ac- and donations are welcomed,
tion under the imposing mural TY f D 01
Morehouse
Glee
club,
the
under
of
career of international scope has Morts" at the Salle Gaveau in Suit- with black shoes and white
tive in the various organizawhich greeted guests as they en- Yyou to attend their dedicatory pro-1
Miss B. A. E. Callaway and all
auspices
of
the
Rebecca
of
club
been
carved out by this talented Paris and then went on to Italy shirt.
gram
for the new gymnasium on
tions of their respective schools. committees are busily engaged
tered Currie's Club Tropicana to
Metropolitan Baptist church. He
They are Miss Helen Griffin, Mel- in completing plans for a gay time "young artist. Her crowded 1956 con- to inaugurate an artist exchange ,SPRING DECORATIONS
attend the Venetian Masked Ball Sunday. April 15 at 5 p.m.
As-h
, as replaced the v.'el known form.,
cert schedule includes many repe- program with the Gioventu MuIn keeping with this Springlike
given by the Sequins on Friday sistant superintendent, E. C. Stim- er onductor, Kemper Harreld, who rose; Miss Linda Haralson, Ham- at "
sy .
titions for major successes scored sicale there by performing a tour theme, the parents are decorating
bert will deliver the dedicatory adApril 6.
accompanied them on their lest
on three continents last season; of North Italian cities including with Spring flowers, bouquets of
It was a real sequinned affair dress. There will also be a Con- appearance here. Mr.
Whalum is
Livorno, Lucca, Bolonf, Bres- daffodils, iris and apple blossoms.
as that sophisticated group held eert by •the senior band. Prof.
the son of Mrs. Thelma Whalum,
Needles, scissors, hammers an
Bessie Edwards, Mrs. Arie Fulli- cia, Florence and culminating in
forth in gala fashion. Beautiful J. D. Springer is principal.
I prsident of the Rebecca club. Gen* t a
love, Mrp. E. J. Campbell, Mrs. a performance at the Teatro Li- nails have been busy for week
and artistic masks worn by the ,
eral chairman of the affair is Mrs.
planning for this colorful entertainJudy EAand, Mrs. D. H. West- rico in Milan.
glamorous guests at the formal afBECAUSE OF HER OUT. Ida Jamison. Mrs. Gladys B. Webb
ment. Needless to say they extend
You
are
appreciate
certain
Johnson,
to
T.
J.
Mrs.
Mrs.
brook,
depicted
fair
butterflies. flow- STANDING RECORD at Syracuse
is chairman of publicity.
Katie Mackey, Mrs. P. H. Wat- the very outstanding quality of her invitations to all friends to come
ers, while many were glamorized university where she was elected
• *•
A preview of Easter styles were Mrs. Isabelle Rouhlac, Mrs. Paulkins, Mrs. Martha Dulaney, Mrs. voice and join her multitude of and see their children; their
with gold and silver dust, sequins, to Pi Lambda Sigma fraternity,
MEMPHIS FINE ARTS CLUB seen at the Vance Avenue Branch Me Taylor and Mrs. Maggie RatBessie Corum, Mrs. A. Webb, admirers after you hear her. Tick- school and their special guests.
plumes and jewels.
Miss Mac Isom Davenport, librar- will present Thomas A. Flagg, mu- YWCA, on
March 28 when the cliff. Mrs. W. B. Woods is chair- Mrs. Lillian Lobbins, Miss Flor- ets are on sale at Central Ticket Don't forget, SUNDAY, APRIL
Prizes were won by Marjorie ian at LeMoyne college, has resic instructor at Talladega college, , YW-Wives club held its monthly man of the group. Members at- ence Dixon, Mrs. C. Withey, Mrs. office at Goldsmith's or from mem- 15, Keel School 3-6 p. m.
tlen, Althea Price and Nlattie cently been elected to memberand another native son, in a piano 'luncheon meeting.
tending were the following: Mrs. Addie G. Owen, Branch Executive bers of the Memphis Tuskegee
Holmes in that order...but I don't ship in Beta Phi Mu national iirecital at Bruce Hall auditoritern
Stunning hats, bags and dresses Lee Boswell, Mrs. Emily Hines, Director, Mrs. Annie L. Higgins,
Alumni club. Enclose self address- kegee Alumni club, 547 Baltimore
envy the judges because theirs brary science honorary fraternity. on Sunday,
April 29 at 5 p.m. He from the Lockett Dress Shoppe, Mrs. Lena Madden, Mrs. Margu- Residence Director and M r s.
ed stamped envelope for mail or- st., Memphis. All adult seats are
wa.
r a real task! Magnolia leaves I Miss Davenport received her mas•
recently appeared in a recital in berg. Mrs. Steinberg also model- rite Neal, Mrs. Mary Holt. Mrs. Maud D. Bright, Office and
In- ders together with your check $1.50 ,and students and servicemen
and blossoms were effectively ar- ter's degree in Library Science Washington,
D. C. where he re- modeled by Mrs. Jean Stein E. A. Perkins, Mrs. Bettie Ed- formation Secretary.
or money order to Memphis Tus- $065.
ranged around the posts while from Syracuse university in Au- ceived great priase
from critics. led exquisite frocks from the Twi- wards, Mrs. Isabelle Samuels,
guests were serenaded by a stroll- gust. 1955. A very personable Mme.
Florence C. McCleave is light Toggery. Modelling her own Mrs. Letha Young, Mrs. Effie
ing musician (Booker T. James). young lady she is very active in president, Mrs. N.
M. Watson is elaborate wardrobe, Mrs. Thelma Flagg, Mrs. Jennie Pennington, ,
in Italian costume as they sat at I both social and civic circles here' genera)
chairman, and Mrs. Etta Davidson was captivating.
Mrs. Geneva Hicks, Mrs. Georgia
candlelit tables,
in the Bluff City.
I Page is business manager,
cuests were seated at tables Ivory, Mrs, Rebecca Hiram. Mrs
•
*
•
Sequin members chose masks
gaily decorated with miniature Gertrude Bostic, Mrs. Lucille
IT WAS A LIVELY MEETING
of identical design featuring rose
MRS, RODELL BIGGINS was Easter hats. At each setting, col- Hawkins, Mrs. Louise Westley,
as
members
of Su Amigo Bridge hostess to the Jolly
petals in shades matching their
20 Social club ored programs with clever bun- Mrs. Emma Harper, Mrs. Elise
beautiful gowns. Looking glamour- club held forth at Tony's on Sat- last week, when members wel- nies marked
each ladies place. Howell, Miss Sara Davis, Mrs
urday,
March
31.
member
Club
ous indeed were Margaret
comed a new member, Mrs. V. Clever songs were led by Miss Beulah Lewis, Mrs. Lula Halley,
the prexy; Grace Collins, Bush.
Mary Juanita Allen was the gracious White. A delicious menu fas serv- Betty Johnson, Teen
Age ,Pro- Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Mrs. Daisy
Cotton, Mettle Crossley. Alrnazine hostess, delighting her guests with ed and business of importance gram Director and was
accom- Stevens, Mrs. Hasolee Green, Mrs
lot
ely
prizes
which were won by was discussed briefly.
Davis, Beverly Ford, Ruby GadiMrs. A. panied by Mrs. Bernice Thomas Flossie Everson, Mrs. Parthenia
Gray, Thelma Harris, Ruth Mims. Marie Smith and Delores Boone. Dixon of 353 Leath will be the on the piano.
Silmon, Mrs. N. Davis, Mrs. P.
Juanita Poston. Helen Prater, Al- Guest. prizee was won by Ber-. next hostess on April 13.
Hostesses for the occasion were L. Lockett, Mrs. N. Flynn, Mrs
*•*
ice Sandridge, Catharin Simmons. tha Dillard. The president, Millie
Walker and Mildred Sanders, absent because of illness
Ida Mae W
THE CANASTA DE MOISELLE
in her family. was missed by , held their
Williams.
regular meeting last
As reminders of a wonderful the members. However, the group ' Monday in the club room of the
evening guests received souvenir welcomed Lorraine Phillips as a Club DeLisa. They had a delightaddress books. Everyone had a new member.
, ful evening, and made plans for
Seen enjoying cocktails were their annual
d Fehtf 1 C
cabaret ball which
UP AT THE FLAMINGO ROOM Willie M a e Alexander, Mattie is scheduled for Friday, June 8
the VIP Bridge club members en- Jackson. Leanther Gallion, Mamie at Curries Club Tropicana. The
j llIard,awrence Bridges and group
tertained an overflowing crowd! ,
welcomed a new member,
Clusters of multicolored balloons guests Josephine Bryant, Mayola Mrs. Mary Bowen,
gave a festive atmosphere as did Oliver and Ida Paige.
**
the playing cards which lined the
I Otte — Agriculture, including
A MANLESS WEDDING is the stock raising,
posts. . .not to mention the lively
horticulture and almusic. There were lovely spring delightful treat in store for you lied pursuits comprise the chief
on
Friday, April 13 at 8 p.m.; industry of Canada.
flowers everywhere!
Members themselves made a
beautiful picture gowned in satin ,
evening pants with matching net
overskirts and real fancy slippers! Showing much charm were
Annie Marie Allen. Vivian M.
Brown, Bernice Cole. Mary H.
IKE
Delicious::
Ezell, Faye Gentry. Velma Lois
FOOS 11'
Jones, Catherine Langford. Lillian
Quick! '.
Ilicelana 'Rice:
prepared
Massey, Emma Jean Mitchum.
ltablespoon
'n'
franks
Earline Mobley, Henrene Neal. I
pepper
Maridelle Reid and Elma H. Sham.'
uu;trnarindced green
INGREDIENTS:
bacon
Riceland
et
•e
cookedArnerICSII
uncooked
4 stripsgritted
TALENT ROUND UP IN DIS1 cup
cup
1
Rice
NEYLAND presented by Sigma
water
fcralineel:Yeurte PS mustard and
I:1,14 cups
Gam- ma Rho sorority on Friday.
s
2teaspoons san
pepper,
Bring to
pepper
salt,
April 6 at Bruce Hall, LeMoyne
AcruALLY is one-third canailer than any other TI
water,saucepan. Mos well.Cover and
tea.tpoon
osstble.
bacon
college carried the imagination far
‘, Riceland Rice, -quart
of its type. Takeit on trips. From room to room.
cooked
as
P
Put pepper in a 2 beat as low Stir in place franks
into the world of fantasy as the
inint4es. cooe.s, minutes or
Torn
Out
on
green
the terrace. Anywhere there's an outlet.
boti.
princes and princesses vied with
rice
1,1
vigorous
low heat
a
Riceland Rice
cheese. While
400°F. oven 10
Features
over
rugged built-in-travel cabinet, built-in
kings and queens to recapture
leave
arid
M a over tufty
(broken up) pan. Bake franks
the thrill of childhood.
antenna. Dynapower speaker, 2-way
greased itrrartge
interferenos
Narrating the outstanding preon a browned.
Riceland Rice
protection. In cordovan finish, Model 14T007.
results.
until platter. Serves 8.
genuine
sentation was Miss Onehlia Watbest
'Cite
recipe for
on a
son who found herself in a magic
in this
I/
i
\
\•\
castle in Disneyland. Walt Dise
,
4Tha tw‘tons series with a
nev's m ost famous character
UICl/Ir'"
Inew ear look. Center hie:idle Ia
Mickey Mouse, was characterized ,
Available in terra
by a group as the Mouse Keeteotta& ivory (Model 14T009)
ers as the show opened. The Flor
or gray & ivory (Model
ers as the show opened. The Flor14T006)
ens low pries kr
ida school majorettes gave a su14-jack TV I
perb performance as they heralded the oncoming show.
Nadel
14111011
$11995
Naturally all of the acts were
good. . .the children showed adeptness for drama, and the lovely
costumes accented their performances. Nevertheless there were
When the gang gathers at your
certain performances that stole
the vote of the judges for their
house, you'll have many a call for
all around presentation. There was
Coke. Make sure the refrigerator has
first "March of the Wooden Soldiers". These were a well trained
plenty—ice cold! If not... what're
group of girls dressed like wooden
you' waiting for? Your favorite
soldiers who performed a complex drill in precision fashion. Secdealer has your favorite refreshment
ond there was Cinderella, whose
in handy cartons. Stock up ...right
characters portrayed in unique
now ...on delicious Coca-Cola!
fashion that age old fairy tale
The tiny coach. . .the fairy godmother who changed Cinderella
into a beautiful maiden. . .the
BOTH OPEN EVERY NITE TIL 9 P.M.
pumpkin and of course the handsome prince. . .not to forget the
SOMED UNCAP A01140511'! OP THY COCA-COLA SOTTuNO COMPANY Si
lost slipper.
.made this fasciCOCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN
nating scene a favorite. Third
-Cow is rgg4terod trod•-niarii.
c, 1556, NE COCA-COLA COMPANY
place was Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs. Again, the charm-

Known Models
To Appear In 6:
Keel Affair

Sat., April 14, 1956

SOCIETY
Merry
Go Round

By &roger(' A. Watkins

Music Lovers Awaiting
Concert By Miss Allen

II)

'Miss Blue Revue'
Gets Title April 27

Easter Styles Preview
Part Of YWCA Luncheon

WALLACE JOHNSTON Appliances

brings you
G.E.'s NEW LIGHTWEIGHT TV
THE MOST USEFUL TV EVER!

"No joke...
'lave a Coke...

Goes where =Jo!INDOORS, OUTDOORS,
ALL AROUND THE HOUSE/

\'o
'let Asy,

..

111,

and
take a carton home!"

0

Easy Terms

We Sell All G. E. Appliances Made
We Deliver. We Install - We Service
We Carry Our Own Notes And Contracts

• TWO LOCATIONS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

FREE COOK ROOK OFFER ON PACKAGE

2268 PARK at
760 UNION at Forrest Park
Lamar-Airways Shopping Center
JA. 7-2631
33-8507

V.

.1

•
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LORECE SEAY
Ugh Ward Civic Club

JOSIE M. RALDRIDGE
Cleaborn Homes Tenant Assoc.

ALBERTA WOODLAWN
Knights Activity Club

MILDRED JEAN RAYNER
City Beautiful Ward 40-1

FAYE TURNER
St. Augustine High
BARBARA J. WILKINS
LeMoyne Gardens Tenant Assoc.

1

MARIE GORDON
Foote Homes Tenant Assoc.

PATRICIA LYNN WALKER
Douglass High

MARGARET C. MAJOR
Patterson PTA

EVELYN 0. FINNIE
Hyde Park Civic League

BARBARA R. KENDALL
Bluff City Elks

Flattering is what is and long I
wear and perfect color harmony
is what you get in new Stazon !
Color-Keyed Nail Polish.
The six matching Stazon shades ,
are blended to harmonize perfectly with your particular makeup.
Lucky Heart has created this
Nail Polish in lustroui colors that
glide on smoothly, dry bright and
hard and resist chipping and peeling. Stazon Color-Keyed Nail Polish is obtainable only through
authorized Lucky Heart Representatives. Fiftycents plus tax.

'SYLVIA A. GRADY
Hamilton High

DOROTHY M. SEABORN
40th Ward—Precinct

Family Night A Success At Leath School
PTA Family night at Leath
school was a success. More than
300 persons were present on Friday, March 23, in the school ea.
fetorium. Many parents participated in the program ... giving solos
and making remarks. A real com-

•

JEANNE JONES
Binghampton Civic Club

LETHEIIINE HILLS
White Station Civic Club

JANE L. SEAY
11th Ward Civic Club

Bronze Queen Contestants Feted
AtReception HeldAtFoote Homes
Taystee Bread,

IRENE WOODS
Orange Mound Civic club

TEQUILLA LOTT
Booker T. Washington High

Nail Polish

Os en lies/7

BARBARA SWEARENGEN
Ward 43—Precinct 3

JACQUELINE JOHNSON
60th Ward
Major, Patterson School PTA;
Mildred Jean Rayner, 40th Ward
Precinct 1: Dorothy Marie Seaborn, 40th Ward, Precinct 2; Jane
,Lorece Seay, 48th Ward Civic
club; Barbara Jean Swearengen,
43rd Ward, Precinct 3; Faye Turner, St. Augustine High school;
Patricia Lynn Walker, Douglas
High school; Barbara J. Wilkins,
Le Moyne Gardens Tenant assn.:
Alberta Woodland, Knights Activity club; and Irene Woods, Orange
Mound Civic club.

Candidates for the title of Miss! gro Cu-Pu-Fu cam\aaign, who preA beautiful refreshment table
Bronze Queen and Princesses sented the candidates; Mrs. Mi- was set with colorful arrangements
Clean-Up, Fix-Up, Paint-Up were ley Johnikan, field representative of Spring flowers and frappe and
presented at a lovely reception in who acted as mistress of cere- cookies were served by Pet Milk
their honor at Foote Homes au- ies, Mrs. Ann Hickman, field re- representatives, Mrs. Mildred Riditorium on Tuesday, April 3, by presentative, W. C. Tyus, chair- ley and Mrs. Roland Powell.
members of the City Beautiful or- man of 43rd Ward, who presented
Members of the reception comganization, sponsors of the Bronze judges; Mrs. Howard Pritchard, mittee for the occasion were preQueen Contest.
vice chairman of the City Beauti- sented by Mrs. Jana Porter. They
Twenty-one lovely young ladies ful Commission, attending with her included Miss Margaret B. Turnand their sponsors were guests! PTA volunteer worker, and Ed er, Mrs. Evelyn McAnulty, Mrs.
along with contest judges for the ( DeMetrio, who represented Corn- • Josephine Hill, Mrs. Juanita Pipes,
occasion. Also present were Mrs., missioner Loeb who was unable Mrs. Dorothy Green, Mrs. Wil,
Arnold Klyce, chairman of the Ne- to attend.
lie Mae Larkin, Mrs. Aline Franklin, Cecil Goodloe, Z. L. Bonner,
Frank Kilpatrick, Sr., and Prof.
Roy Wilkins, NAACP executive
Chestine Thompson. Also present
secretary, has expressed the
and serving as hostess was Miss
hope that an action taken by two
Helen Pettis, last year's Bronze
sorority chapters in this city would
Queen.
be widely adopted by other groups.
Bronze Queen contestants a n d
Two Brooklyn chapters of Alpha
their sponsors are Jose M. Bc1dKappa Alpha sorority voted reridge, Cleaborn Homes Tenant ascently to cancel plans for their
sociation; Barbara Jean Bates, 14
spring formal done in order
Ward Civic club; Evelyn Odessa
to divert approximately $1,000 in
Finnie, Hyde Park Civic League,
dance taxes to civil rights work
Marie Gordon, Foote Homes Ten- in
the South,
ant Assn.; Sylvia Grady, Hamilton High school; Letherine Hills, "FOREGO DANCE INTEREST"
Mr. Wilkins was informed of the
White Station Civic club; Jacqueline Johnson, 60th Ward District; move by Mrs. Marjorie E. Morsel!
Jeanne Jones, Binghampton Civic of Brooklyn, co-chairman of the
club; Barbara Kendall, Bluff City group's formal dance committee.
Elks; Tequilla Lott, B. T. Wash- In a letter thanking Mrs. Morsell,
ington High school; Margaret C. the NAACP official told her that
"funds are needed now to carry
on urgent NAACP work in the
South."
A communication from Mrs. Morsell had said her group "felt that,
Beautiful prizes are in the of- while Negroes were walking to
fering to persons having the larg- work in Montgomery, Ala., while
est as well as the smallest waist Negros were being shot and killlines when members of the Won- ed while trying to vote in Missisder Social club holds its Waist sippi, and were being bombed and
Line Party on Saturday, April 21 thrown out of work in South Caroat the residence of Mrs. Kathryn lina, this was hardly the time
Wesfbraoks, of 971 Leath St., at to be dancing in New York."
8:30 p.m.
The formal resolution of the soAn invitation is extended to you rority chapters stated: "We, the
to be present at this gay affair. sorors of the Brooklyn Chapters
All will be welcome.
of Alpha Kappa Alpha, do here
Mrs. Naomi Murdock is presi- and now forego all interest in, or
dent; Mrs. Irene Coleman, sec- concern with, a formal dance in
retary, and Mrs. Edith Morrow is this crucial year of another kind
reporter.
of emancipation for Negroes."

munity-family atmosphere prevailed.
Flowers for the occasion were
provided by the Artificial Flower
shop. The speaker's stand was provided by the Southern Funeral
Home. Representatives for t h e

Borden Milk company held
coffee hour for parents, teach(
and their friends. President is IV
Grace Carodine. Miss C. M. He:
is principal of Leath school.
There are 24 municipalities
the U. S. named Portland .

Feed your baby
CARNATION,
America's
"healthy baby" milk!

Two Sororities
Cancel Dance
To Help Race

•

'

Large, Tiny Waists
Will Snare Prizes

its a promise!

Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery

Godtfroy's Larieuse Hair Color- 1-Mt Godefrd'y's Larieuse at your
ing can do more for your hair favorite cosmetic counter now—
than you've ever dreamed of... the famous brand in the red box,
gives gray hair youthful new col- known and approved for more
or ... gives drab hair glowing
than 50 years.
new color...leaves your hair soft,
shining .this very day!
In 18flattering shades

Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids

•
1• Shampoo hair thoroughly
As it dries, this Goilithey't
os diNscs•d

2. Apply Gogrifroy'i lora/.
gs• with hoody opplkolor
tiveled Its pochogo

3. Airier COW hal dere.
°pod, shampoo heir again.
sot I,, rug fortulte style.

New York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another,"very striking improvement" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
A. most amazing of all—this
involvement was maintained in
ussolli where doctors' observations
were continued over a period of
many months!
In fact, results were so thorough that sufferers were able to
makesuch astonishing statements
as "Piles have ceased to be a

problem!" And among these sufferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions,some of
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astringents of any kind. The secret is
a new healin! substance (BioDyne*)—the discovery of a worldfamous research institution. Already, Bio-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue on all
parts of the body.
This new healing substance is
offered in Suppository or ointment
form called Preparation H.' Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation H suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with special applicator. Preparation H is
sold atal/ drugstores.Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.
Mtg. v. a. Pat. Oft

Robort Rood Rollins. Los Asolos a Firsf Prise Wipoor o LS* C.arostIos Hoamfoula Mosta, Balsy Costilst.

THE PARK EVERY DOCTOR KNOWS is

Carnation. It's the safest form of
milk for baby's bottle ...the most
nourishing and digestible, too. No
wonder8out of 10 mothers who feed
their babies a Carnation formula

say:"My doctor recommended PI"
No wonder more Carnation is used
in hospital formula rooms throughout the world than all other brands
combined. No wonder Carnation is
the milk you can trust!

BEST BRAND FOR YOUR
COOKING AND COFFEE,TOO!
BETTER-BLENDING Carnation
gives you rich flavor and smooth
results every time...in every
recipe that calls for milk?

@nation
EVAPORATED
114°W /Nal
.
IC-

EY/IMAM

-5;
Viet Cosehated Cowes
WORLD'S

LEADING

CREAMY-RICH
Carnation"creams"
coffee, fruits and
cereals to
perfection.
Carnation is the
rich milk that whips.
too! Get several
cans today!

BRAND

OF

EVAPORATED

WILK

Millions prefer it to any other brand!
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SammyKaye Hits 1
Critics' Attack
On 'Rock 'N Roll
By ROB ROY
However Dr. Francis J. Braceland of Institute of Living in Connecticut and that Birmingham
councilman may feel about "Rock
'N Roll" music it is reasonable to
doubt that they'll receive support
from others in or out of their sections of the country. •
Dr. Braceland called "Rock 'N
Roll" music "cannibalistic" and
"tribalistic"; Councilman A s a
Carter considers it a weapon used
by the NAACP to destroy the
morals of youth. Both men are entitled to their beliefs. No one dares
to deny that. However few if any
support their theory either.
• Kaye says even though he does
not feature that kind of music he
would not dare criticize its use by
others. Theq the famed ork leader
added: "It seems to me the doctor's comments are thoughtless
and in bad taste. It appears he
has a low opinion of millions of
nice and well behaved teenagers.

Numerous others have lambasted the doctor and the Birmingham
councilman. Such figures as Jack
Goldberg of Sturio Films; Tim
Gale of Gale agency major talent
handler; Joe Glaser, manager
Louis Armstrong, Lionel Hampton
and many others, is certain "Rock
'N Roll" is nothing but good entertainment and something the
music loving public craves.
Goldberg pointed out that Rock
'N Roll headlines many fine and
popular artists like King Cole,
Duke Ellington, Ruth Brown and
many, many others.
Goldberg Kaye and others also
pointed to fact that "Rock'N Roll"
did not receive its origin from Negro musicians exactly. They think
it is more a part of hillbilly and
the like than an offspring of jazz
Yes, it looks like the good doctor
and the screaming Alabama councilman have placed themselves
out on a limb that is weakly supported.

DANNY KAYE, tops movie,
TV and radio star, listening to
Lionel Hampton kick around a
few bars of "Rock'N Roll" accepted an invitation, and happily, to join in a jam session.

Hampton, of the nation's great
band leaders thinks "Rock'N
Roll" eases the nerves after a
hard day's work, and he adds,
makes one feet happy.

FRANK SINATRA, right, who
can sing anything and just a
wee bit better than most artists, is often seen ir a jumpy
mood when listening to "Rock

'N Roll." Her' the famous
singer-movie star joins in on a
"Rock'N Roll" performance
by Timmie Rogers, ace comicsinger when the latter was appearing at a Las Vegas hotel.

JOHNNY HARTM.AN, left,
quite adept at "Rock 'N Roll"
got his big push when he won

first place on the Authur Godfrey program. Godfrey is
shown wishing the singer good
luck.

Etta Moten, Like Dietrich,
Puts Gam In Grandmother.

Harlem To

Broadway

EllYOUNG
.RaKIASCO
vy yLO
4,E\B
enFmitzagrekraltdo
I flew directly from Da
This is the era of the glamorous 1942 when she was invited to re- named Major Bowes was starting
Los Angeles to catch up on some ;
grandmother. Marlene Dietrich place the original "Bess" in j a new program called the Original
!recordings and see her new love'
started the trend and Chicago's George Gershwin's American folk I Amateur Hour and was having
difficulty finding enough conte,a'interest. The guys so strong with
Etta Moten is helping to maintain opera "Porgy and Bess."
read
GUY
about
over.
just
nation
she's
that
the
to fill up the shows. Staff
ants
papers
Ella
tan
Miss'
midwest.
the
the
in
quo
MONROE
status
perEtta is a vivid, vivacious
BY AL
IS JUST that popular. — HEAR to sell her Long Island home and l
Moten guest stars on Urbanaides son with a glowing sense of hu- artists were frequently pressed
• THE ACCIDENT that resulted TELL EARL DANCER, promot- move to the West Coast . . .1
show at Chicago's Morrison hotel, mor and vast enthusiasm for liv- into service a n d, sure enone
•
In ex-chorine Daisy Richards be- er-showman and one time hubby Fourth Estaters (they're newsSunday, April 22.
ing. She loves to recall anecdotes Etta's turn came around. She duttile
ing awarded 5135,000 might have of Ethel Waters, is authoring a paper folks) are whispering about
The Texas-born beauty, now ap- of her early days in radio a n d fully went on the air, sang a n d
included Sarah Vaughan among book for publication late this sum-,-how that popular pocket news
pearing on her own WMAQ show, among her favorites is the occur- copped first place. Her prize — a
its victims had the singing car mer. — BILLY ECKST1NE HAS weekly
weekly magazine failed to menI
Remember When, considers her rence when she was a staff vocal- contract to sing on The Family
cared to go on a post-work joy disced two albums for release in tion that one of its top editors is
as "Granny" one of her most ist on The Family Houi. A fellow Hour!
role
ride in Boston back in 1954 — early June. — ABE STPERSTE1N on trial for raping a 15 -year-old
And that's saying
rewarding.
asked
WAS most surprised of all when girl ... Harlemnites are talking
MISS RICHARDS who had
the range
considering
something
to serve as maid to Sarah during the current "All-stars" turned out about how that nationally advertisof her activities.
reguthe
to
of
able
studded'
illness
with stars
the temporary
to be
'ed beer jerked its financial props
She's earned plaudits from the
.
regularly.
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—
Abe
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TUT,
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from Baltimore. Seems that the
actress, lecturer and personal
York to Boston. — ONE NIGHT suggestion that several of star's two guys set out to own a moviepraise from her husband, three
performances players be included in the lineup.
SARAH'S
after
business,
making and marketing
daughters and two grandchildren
were over, Joe Benjamin, the basdreaming of owning a duplex in
for starring roles as wife, mother
air.
little
a
gist, decided to go for
'Manhattan overlooking one of the
and grandmother.
— (ANP) — vision screens and from recJrdWASHINGTON
— MISS RICHARDS accepted
their
rivers, and of extending
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minister,
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Etta,
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ing. — HOURS LATER
shortly after they spent three or
sas City, Ma Following gradu- past 80 years, and who have been :Tome on, Washington, You
jamin car was in a crash with a
four months in New York, Miami,
ation from the University of Kan- clamoring for home rule in the can cast your vote, so register
•ree and Miss Richards enroute
Havanna and Chicago spending
sas School of Fine Arts, she jour- District of Columbia for almost and prove good faith; don't be
has
a hospital. The ex-chorine
loot like it was going out of style,
neyed to the West Coast a n d as long a time, should certainly late!" the song goes.
_!en paralyzed since that time — School
s
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big beer concern withdrew.
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began making a name take advantage of their first op- "Come on Washington, Victory
promptly
Boston
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GREENSBORO, N. C. — A husfor herself as an actress a n d portunity to use the ballot in the
be, so register and prove
Ilecided she is entitled to $135,000
withwas
charge
the
believed
PEARL BAILEY who came to
band-and-wife team —Lucas
Amos good faith; don't be late! Now'
coming primary, thinks
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Hollywood captured her talents Vernof Ledbetter.
the time for bragging, Not the
EARL BOSTIC. the torrid alto Having and
nation over sere happy to
will present a program of modern
the court in dope-rap has also
in
the
films,
of
Diggers
"Gold
your
Tell
time for lagging;
a
brilliant
saxman, looks forward to the arLedbetter,
young
suswere
learn the charges
dance at Bennett College Friday,
included him in her night club
1933" and "Flying Down to Rio." songwriter, attempted to empha- friends and your kin to register
rival of the jet age with more than
pended.
Spelothers,
—
(ANP)
many
like
April 20.
act. Pearl,
' ATLANTA —
Following her movie appearances, size the necessity of registering and prove it!"
the usual amount of anticipation.
last week announced
NBC signed her to a staff artist and voting in his recently publish- Then comes the chorus which
Reason: :He and the missus, The dancers who are appearing man college activities for Foundcontract, and she was heard on a ed tune called, "Come On, Wash- calls on: "Washingtonians, WashIfildegarde, are keeping their St. as the final feature of the col- a program of
April 11.
vote, but
number of Hollywood originated ington."
ingtonians, You can
Albans, N. Y. colonial-style man- lege's lyceum series, will present ers' Day,
the 75th anniversary
network radio shows Although
Mon and will commute between two performances in the Little It includes
This catchy song-hit can be don't delay. Come on Was!
depicting
pageant
a
celebration,
G
I
A
Etta had played several roles in heard coming from the harmoniz- ton, You can vote, vote, vote, so
N. Y. and L. A. In L. A. they own Theatre, one at 3 p. m. and the
the history of the college, and a
other at 8 p. m.
faith.
a 12-family apartment unit.
various summer stock companies,1 ing voices of the "Diplomats" register and prove good
Among their varied and excit- presentation of Hauptmann's "AsATTRACTIONS
UNIVERSAL
her first big stage break came in over radio programs, and tele- Don't be late!"
Atthe
by
Hannele"
of
"Rock 'n' Roll" Cavalcade." a ing compositions are "Electra," sumption
Playlanta-Morehouse-Spelman
package musical show headlining from the play by Sophocles, and
ers.
gamgay
a
of
Roy Brown and Percy Mayfield, "Satyros," a fable
IG GY" JOHNSON
almost outdid "Wrong Way Corti- bol between a questing, but weaof normal
gan" on a recent date in Ohio. ry, satyr and a willing, but coy, Less than 2 percent
back' from the Idlewilders' visit
eyes.
DETROIT — The big question' to Cleveland. Some I think it best
One section of the group of 29 fawn, which Mr. Hoving devised. chlidren have crossed
in theatrical circles nowadays is not to even print.
singers and musicians HEADED
who would be the most logical
FOR TOLEDO, another for Cleveland. The result was AN UNman to write a book on Negro
SCHEDUULED impromptu Rock
show business? Flournoy Miller,
'n' Roll party in Toledo. FortunaAndy Razaf, Lew Leslie or Frank
To Midwest 1:1
tely both groups got together in
Schiffman? (Ed. Note: Have you
"Sing, ax-e e;--, The Jay/ I Alvin Bailey illustrates the Tynes coupled with Harry Bela
time for later dates including
I any ideas?)
Richard Kennedy play starring! le through the unspoken .word fonte's brings understanding to
Danville, Ill. (April 18) and SagIt's definite now. "Our" • town
on id the magic of body movement. the ear and full enjoyment to the
Harry Belafonte, currently
inaw. Michigan (April 21).
going to lose lovely Maggie Mctour of midwest is drawing ra- .s :he glorious voice of Margaret heart.
EARL CARROL, lead singer of
Millian. Soon she will be Las Vemostly because of the star himthe Cadillacs, left the rest of the
gas bound.
Disc shelves about the nation
group stunned when he plunked
According; to reports, the sham- are packed with hot numbers this self.
his cash on the line this week for—
MUSA...
are
est man in Cleveland last week season. Joe Turner has come up However there
of all things — an MG sports car!
i was Arthur Brags. That figures. with a "parader" titled "Corrine, greats in cast of the production,
CHICAGO'S BLUE NOTE cafe
Should have seen him in Montreal Corrinna" that is his best since now in Detroit and headed for
won't get Sarah Vaughan until
when we were traveling tneether, "Shake Rattle and Roll"The Car- Chicago in mid-May. The ChicaMay 29. — REASON, holdover
had ten seas just in case I had dinals also perform splendidly on go engagement is tentatively set
he
Los Angeles,
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a new one among the three a tune called "Off Shore," an for May 13.
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Bobby Boyd, 22 year-old middle- ince the days of Johnny Bret- I the lithe Chicagoan.
He's fought
weight, who is considered t h e ton, puts his title hopes on the the best in the
division, and when
best fighter developed in Chicago line when he clashes with Holly only a youngster. But
his record
Mims, of Washington, D. C. in the is star-studded with victories over
10 round main event in the Chi- George Johnson, Gene Fullmer,
cago stadiom, Wednesday, Apr. 18. Tony Anthony, Al Andrews, halo
Termed in boxing circles as a Scortichini and Eduardo Lausse.
'hot' fiehter, esne-ially with hls Boyd's manager, Bernard GlickLOUISVILLE. Ky. —
A 45-year-old ban on Negro play brilliant victors' over Eduardo man says:
ers in the Louisville Amateur Lausse last Feb. 15, Boyd has
"All I want is to get over Mims
Baseball Federation, was lifted made rapid strides in the middle- here, then another two fights for
last week when directors of the weight division, climbing from a Boyd, and we're going to demand
LABF and club managers voted number 9 rating to his present po- a title shot. I think that he'll be
the history making action at a sition of number 4.
ready late this summer."
meeting at Central Park here.
MIMS IS RUGGED
NINE
STRAIGHT
The Fe-'oration will open its sea- WON
But Boyd may have his work
son April 28.
I There are those who have al- cut out for him, when he takes
Teams of the federation use ready tabbed the young Chicago on the rough and rugged Mims,
baseball diamonds in the city whirlwind as a definite threat to who is an experienced workman,
owned narks and two others at the middleweight crown. Bobby with 58 pro fights to his credi:
Holy Trinity High school -nd has now won nine straight bouts, The Washington, D. C., middleTurner's Park, a private cle
having lost his last bout exactly weight has slugged it out with the
Negroes e ill play on
I - one year ago. April 18, 1955, to best, and his shuffling style of
teams in all the parks, incl..sing Milo Say- se in 10 rounds.
fighting has baffled and confusTurner's.
l It hasn't been an easy path for ed many of his opponents. Holly
holds wins over such top ranking
mid•Ieweights as Willie Troy, Milo
Savage, Charlie Green, defeat-

Coby Caries Sox Flopes

Baseball Fed2ration
Lifts Ban On Nz-..qro

BOBBY BOYD
ing Johnny Bretton twice and
krocking out George Johnson.
Mims is known in boxing circles
as a spoiler, and he could very
well upset any plans that Bobby
may have for the future.
Some railway passenger
now have plywood floors.

cars

It is a little less than two weeks Shortstop Chico Carr ,uel and as Kell's sta...1-in, and Kell as
before Manager Marty Marion ors-sSentertiel•ler Jim Busby. But Mar- ' Dropo's understudy,
ion thinks "Carrasquel had out The outfield, however, adds
the Chicago White Sox will have
lived his usefulness with the club more fuel for worry. In Minnie
to cut his meter to the 25-player! and Busby, although a superior
Minoso, the Sox have another
limit, but the soft-spoken Pale I fielder, could not match Doby at problem. Minnie had a
poor
Hose field boss has made some the plate."
spring last season and his poordefinite decisions.
Marion called the former Cleve- est major league stint of his ca.
In Marion's opinion the pitch- land outfielder "the only one of reer. '
ing is questionable this season. He :he entire Sox collection of 'name' There were many after last seaonly admits that it figures to be and high salaried players, pitch- son who wonder if Minoso was on
as good as it was last season or ens excepted, who started right in the "down grade." Marion does
the season before. He expain- during the spring as if it was up not share their views. Ile explainto him to make a place on the ed!
team. He might turn out to be a FAITH IN MINOSO
COULD
e(4:
BE BETTER
sensation."
"If Minnie's on the way down,
"If certain things happen, it
tPARICIO IS NIMBLEST
then he's an exception to all basecould be better, but eve, if it isn't
In Carrasquel's place there is ball history. Every other ball playand it's only as good as last year,
Luis Aparicio, up from Venezue- er who is over the hill, shows the
the club is in better shape. It
la, but with two seasons of minor signs first in his field, or his
wasn't as much pitching, as fail- league
ball.
running, or his abilty to move,
ure to get runs for our pitchers
Aparicio is the nimblest short- The thing that goes last is his
that haunted us last year and the stop
the Sox ever had. He can hitting.
year before. However, this year, throw
front any position and throw
"Well, Minnie didn't hit last
I think we'll be able to remedy hard.
season
and he hasn't hit this
that."
The rest of the Sox infield will spring. But in my opinion, MinoThe principal remedy, of course have Walt Dropo at first base so is a better fielder than he ever
Marion said, "is Larry Doby." Nelson Fox at second and George was and he certainly hasn't
slowThe White sox had to give up Kell at third, with Bob Kennedy
ed down."

St. Elizahah Wins Chicago Title

S.

2Tan Fives
Battle For
The Crown

Southern Wins Florida
Track And Field Meet
By CHUCK SMITH
TALLAHASSEE -.- Despite two
brilliant individual performances
by sprinter !When Felder and distance runner Benny Thomas, Florida A and M university Rattlers
! failed to win their invitational
open track and field meet last
3aturday afternoon as a well-balanced Southern university squad
/
2 points to win.
Piled up 521
Felder turned in the top performance of his college career by
breezing to a startling :09.7 victory in the century. During the
morning trials he blazed to the
tape with a highly creditable :09.8
win.
The diminutive Thomas, who is
also a senior, outdistanced Xavier's Lloyd Jeff with some 300
yards remaining on the last lap,
to win in a blaze of glory.
Jeff battled Thomas on apparent even terms during the first
part of the race, in fact, even
finished the seventh lap with the
Miami senior, but failed to hold
his own when Thomas "opened
up" on the last lap and finished
some 50 yards behind. Thomas'
teammate, James Jackson finished third.
In addition to winning the century, Felder finished second in the
220-yard low hurdles to end up
with eight individual points. Other
competitors who collected t h e
same number included Jeff who
won the mile run and finished second in the two mile, and Wilson
of Xavier who finished first in
the 220-yard low hurdles and second in the 120 yard high hurdles.

In a history-making contest here
last week. two Negro teams battled for the city's high school basketball championship before a
crowd of 11,869 in Chicago Stadium.
The teams, St. Elizabeth, of the
Catholic league, and Dunbar, the
Public league's "Mighty Men,"
battled on even terms throuehout
most of the game, until St. Elizabeth forged out in front with seconds left to play. The final score
was St. Eliaabeth 64, Dunbar, 61.
It was a hard-fought battle. Up
until the final 60 seconds of play,
the scere charmed hands ti times.
Then Dunbar, trailing by one point
and attempting to "freeze" the
ball, lost it when Al Saunders
fumbled a pass.
Attempting to regain the ball.
Saunders fouled Prentiss Thompson, who plunked through two more
points on free throws for the final
tallies.
In the consolation game, Hyde
Park whipped De Lasalle, 76 to
72.
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WELL DONE. Art Hicks (99),
ace of the St. Elizabeth team
that defeated Dunbar, Public
league champs, 61-61, last
Tuesday for the high school
basketball championship of

e, so
faith.

Chicago, is congratulated by
Father ISIeblens, athletic moderator at St. Elizabeth, after
the game. (Defender Photo by
Rhoden.)

state championship play. St. Elizabeth took its victory calmly. The
has a season's record now
ST. ELIZABETH'S Ironmen team
of 29 starts. With only
out
27
of
downed the Mighty Men of Dun347 students, mostly girls, the
bar High school to win the all- Catholic cagers have come a long
city prep basketball championship ways.
Joe Robichaux, athletic direcin the biggest upset in Chicago
game, "Dunprep history and to give the Cath- tor, said before the
doesn't have
olic league champions their elev- bar, with its height,
The score
right.
was
series.
He
win."
to
-game
14
enth win in the
at the end of the
In a wild and exciting finish, St. was tied 32-all
scored 20 points
Elizabeth kicked the dope bucket half and Dunbar
14 in the third
Ironmen
's
the
to
came
and
Michigan
into Lake
through with a thrilling 64 to 61 period.
There are a lot of "broken
victory.
on the Southside. All befolk"
times.
The score was tied 11
cause they didn't reckon what a
public
the
outscored
Elizabeth
St.
determined bunch of little fellows,
league champions, 18 to 9. in that
with Art Hicks, can do under
Dorsey,
final quarter. Elgin
St. Elizabeth won the
pressure.
forward, was the hero for the Catholic crown in a double overCoach
followed
winners. Elgin
time sudden death game, 57 to
Charley Gant's last minute in- 55, against DeLaSalls institute.
to
game
the
before
structions
COULD ST. ELIZABETH whip
''move in then shoot.- His oneCentral
High of Louisville? Up unhanded shot from the side of the
til they met Dunbar, we thought
court rut the Ironmen in front,
Central with two 6-5s, one 6-4 one
62 to n1, with 2:09 left to play. 6-3, one 6-2, three 6-1s, one 6-even
Dunbar attempted to "freeze" and one 5-11. could turn the trick.
the ball but di Saunders missed Now, we "ain't so certain." Cena pass and the ball went out tral has a most impressive recof bounds. Thompson fouled Saun- ord, 102 wins out of 104 games and
ders with orie second remaining undefeated this season.
in the game and Saunders, who
Neither team, according to pahad dunked in 11 field goals, sank per statistics could win over Inboth free tries.
dianapolis Crispus Attucks, twice
Dunbar lost Mel Davis. one of (in a row) champions of the state
its stars, on fouls after 35 sec- of Indiana.
onds of the second period. Then
St. Elizabeth would like a chance
with but five minutes left in the but shrewd Willie Kean, 33 years
third period, another of its greats coach at Central, has put his prowent out of the game on five teges' suits in moth balls where
personals. That crippled the city they will stay. And Coach Crowe
league champs. Then again, Dun- of Attucks likewise isn't going to
bar elected to play two boys on suddenly "turn foolish."
St. Elizabeth's Art Hicks, the only
Dunbar had a great team. They
tall player on the Ironmen's squad. lost to another great team and
Hicks scored 23 points and the in so doing proved that anything
Dunbar strategy liackfired be- can happen in a basketball game
cause it left only three boys free. — like the College All Stars, with
Al Saunders tied Hicks in the Carl Cain, big Russell of San
scoring department.
Francisco, King Lear of Temple
It was a tough one for Dunbar and K. C. Jones, Russell's teamto lose. The Mighty Men had won mates, losing to the Phillips Oilers
Oly
tryouts.
Its first Public League champion- in the Olympic
And that's that.
ship, had finished third in the

THOSE IRON MEN!

mous
•f '
swiial
Phil
ason.
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EITA BENA — Mississippi Vocational college will play a 14
game schedule for the 1956 baseball season, Coach U. McPherson
announced here this week, releasBATIfLE Capt. James McClure
the city championships, last
ing the Delta Devils schedule.
(73) of Hyde Park high school,
The release of the schedule
Tuesday in Chicago stadium.
runnerup in the Public league,
marks another milestone in the
Hyde Park won, 76-72. Tombattles Richard Fitzgerald, Decollege's history. This year's team
mie Clark (72) is the other
LaSalle, runnerup in the Cathwill be its first baseball club. AlHyde Park player. (Defend.
olic league, for third place in
ready MVC has fielded three
er Photo by Rhoden)
championship clubs this year after
inaugurating athletics in its program three Years ago.
The Schedule:
April 6: Jackson, Itta Bena,
DURHAM, N. C. — North CaroMiss.; Apr. 7, Jackson, Greenlina college tennis coach James
wood, Miss.: Anr. 9. Stillmsn. TusNounge this week announced a
caloosa Ala.: Apr. Ii, Paid neinn.
10-meet schedule for NCC's netBena,
Miss.; April 12: Paul
Itta
MINNIE MINOS°, White Sox
bany, Ga. Minnie was off ts
tens,
Oninn. late Beia, Miss.; Apr,
outfielder, cracked his first
a poor start at the plate durThe Eagles open play on April 13
13: Alcorn, Itta Bena, Miss.; Apr.1
By CHUCK SMITH
home run of the current exing the spring training, but
I first in the 220-yard low hurdles on their home courts
14: Alcorn, Greenwood, Miss.
with Hamp•
hibition series last Thursday
has been hitting consistently in
—Despite t w o and second in the 120-yard high ton's Pirates, The
TALLAHASSEE
NCC racqueApril 16: Mississippi Industrial, brilliant individual performances hurdles.
when the Pale Hose defeated
recent games.
! teers have tentatively slated a
Holly Springs, Miss.: Apr. 17: Mis- by sprinter Ruben Felder and
the St. Louis Cardinals in Al.
A and M's Callivan Gladden won
trip
to
the
Quantieo, Va. Marine
sissippi Industrial, Holly Springs, distrance runner Benny Thomas, the shot put, finished third in the
Miss.; Apr. 25: Mississippi In- Florida A and M university Ratt. discus and third in the javalin to Corps School for April 13.
The Eagles have scheduled three
dustrial, Ma Bens, Miss.; May lers failed in their invitational 'ile up seven points.
additional home meets after their
11: Jackson, Jackson Miss.: May open track and field meet last
Southern university dominated opener
with Hampton. Bluefield
12: Jackson, Jackson, Miss.
Saturda afternoon as a well-hal- the relays events in which the
State is on tap for April 24, fol.
squad
university
anced Southern
Rattler are traditionally a power lowed
by Johnson C. Smith, April
piled up 521 2 points to win the — to edge the strong Xavier squad
25, and Morgan State, May 7.
and the weakened Rattlers.
Meets away from home include
Felder turned in the top per-, Coach Robert Griffin pressed
Howard, April 17; Morgan, April
formance of his college career by
BATON ROUGE — A Baton David said, "so that no team will
into service tor the first time Wil- 1; Hampton, April 20, and J. C.
Rouge
recreation official said Wed- have a key Negro player and be
BROOKLYN — The chamttion- breezing to a startling .09.7 vie. tie
l
Gilmore and Al Frazier, two Smith, May 4.
ship tournament of the Brooklyn tory in the century. During the
nesday
Negroes will be bannedl hamstrung when he can't play
The Eagles' team includes only
morning trials he blazed to the Rattlers who are better known for
here."
Interfaith Basketball League will
tape with a highly creditable :09.8 their poweress on the football team one frosh, Lawrence Emmett of from the city baseball park used
But other representatives it a
be played at the Bedford YMCA,
win.
by the Baton Rouge Rebels of the meeting of Louisiana Recreation
in an effort to strengthen the Wilmington.
Friday and Saturday, Apr. 13 and
The diminutive Thomas, a sem..
Returning veterans are Gil Ril- Evangeline league.
and Parks officials suggested it
14 at 8:30 p. m.
ior, outdistanced Xavier's L I o y dI squad which during the week ey, Joe Alston, Alan Townsend, Negroes have
played in the Class could mean the Rebels would "be
The all Baptist church finale of ! Jeff with some 300 yards remain- was wrecked by injuries to some
Malcolm Little, Dorian Parreott,
C baseball league for the past forced to forfeit some games," dethe eight-team league will pit ing on the last lap, to win the of its key personnel.
and Charles Joyner.
Emanuel against Mt. Lebanon and two mile. Thomas' teammate.
three seasons While Baton Rouge pending upon league action.
Concord against Berean in the op- James Jackson finished third.
never has had a Negro player, they
ener. In the finals the two winIn addition to winning the cenplayed in the local stadium. owned
ners will meet for the title and tury. Felder finished second in
by East Baton Rouge parish recthe losers will play for the conso- the 220 yard low hurdles to end
COLLIE
J.
NICHOLsON
By
The victory marked the Tigers'
reation and parks cPmmission.
lation prize.
GRAMBLING, La. — Shoddy sixth straight tin.
up with eight individual points.
Grambling
Rosters are not complete, hut la
Other competitors who collected pitching, a scourge magnified by flogged Alcorn 24-3, Monday.
LONG-TIME BOSS
the same number included Jeff ; tough breaks and persistent hitIn both games the home-team est reports indicate at least two
Lester Patrick was the head of who won the mile run and finish- • ting, proved Alcorn's undoing here was prodigal with four-baggers teams will have Negro players
the New York Rangers for 23 ed second in the two mile, and Tuesday as Gras,bling kindled a and scattered its errors a little sent out by major league teams
years.
Wilson of Xavier who finished 14-8 fire under the visitors.
more harmlessly' than the Braves. for experience.
DALLAS, Tes. — Manager Stan
After permitting Negro players !Hack of the Chicago Cubs last
for the past three years, com- week announced his pitching staff
mission vice-chairman Norman for the 1956 season and no-hit Sam
David said Wednesday a commis- Jones is high up on the list.
Jones, whom Hack said would
sion ruling last January "will
means no Negroes will be permit- team up with Bob Rush, Warren
ted to play in the Baton Rouge Hacker. Paul Minner and Russ
park."
Meyer, won 14 and lost 20 last
brilliant noAnd he said this was spelled out season, hut pitched
in the contract for use of the new hit game against the pittsburgh
baseball park, due to be complet- Pirates.
About Jones' wildness, Hack
NEW YORK — (AN?) — Bob runnerup to Bill Beige' of Mc- any other player, set these rec- month, and a story of his life is ed soon.
"We want it known in advance. said:
Neese
(La.)
State
who
ords:
college,
Euroscheduled
to
be
beamed
to
"Li'l Abner" Hopkins Grambling
"All he has to do is get the
scored 1.200 points to become the
Most points scored (3,759); field pean countries by the U. S. State
college basketball ace, set six second highest small college scor- goal attempts (3,309); field goals Department's Voice of America. SCORELESS
hall over the plate and nobody
TIE
will beat him.
scored (1,403); free throw atReigel set a single season
small college scoring records dur- er.
Longest scoeeless lie game in "It could happen, you knew.
ing the 1955-56 basketball season, Beve Francis of Rio Grande tempts (1,292); free throws scot*. small college record of 370 sucmajor league history went 19 inn- Many a pitcher suddenly master.
college netted 1,233 points in ed (953), and rebounds (2,191). He cessful free throws.
but lost, for the fourth straight 1953-54.
has been gtentioned as a candiThe averages were released by ings in 1946 between the Cincinnati ed control overnight Sometimes
season, in his bid to win the pointHopkint, who holds 11 NAIA date for tfie Olympic tryouts to, the NCAA Service Bureau Statis- Redlegs and the Brooklyn Dodg- it's a matter of gaining confimaking championship. He w a s records
reportedly more thiul be held in Kansas City thisi tics last week.
ers.
dence."

Fla. Track Meet
WonBySouthern

•
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LARRY DORY

Eagles' Net
Starts Play
On April 13

Ban Tan Players
In Baton Rouge

Interfaith Meet Set title
For Aoril 13

Grambling Wins6th By Beating Alcorn

Bob Hopkins Sets Marks;
But Loses Scoring Mark

Jones High
On Pitching
List Of Cubs
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER

GOINGS AT OWEN

Sat., April 14, 1956

Hi! Cheer up, all is not wet, happy to run down the las/ curi
maybe a little damp, that's all. tain.
Every day preceeding Fridayi
After all, in a few weeks you will
be able to substitute those rain was a day crammed full of activitogs for some light-weight spring ty with all the different commit4
fabrics that will dazzle the eye, tees getting ready for the banand once again you will be able quet that was held on Friday n:,,nt
to plan for outdoor occasions. As in honor of the Horne: s, out
we take our weekly tour we notice mighty basketball team. - The banthe students taking advantage of quet was a nice semi-forma
these beautiful days to study un- affair, with the usual speech mak
der the blue, or whatever they are ing and festivities between bites
doing, on the benches all over thr We take this opportunity to dofi
spacious campus of S. A. 0. J. C. our hats to the group of student:
directly responsible for the ban
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
quet movement. They did a mag
All the students, having return- nificent job! To Mrs. Isabel
ed to school from their Easter Flagg, Misses Delores Weostes,
valation, have put their noses bark Reather Stewart, Ruth Twine and
to the provtatial grindstone.
Earline Hampton, Mrs. Sara Gray
Strange this rock never seems Mr. Malcom MeClaren, and everys
to wear or chip, but it is generally one else who helped we say Well
known and accepted that hard Done and Thanks!
work pays off in the end and with RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
multitudinous dividends. As someRegular chapel services , were
one in the college Eat Shop re- held on Thursday with Rev. Sammarked, the contest between the uel Smith, a fellow student, deinstructors as to who can give livered the address. Miss Mary
the most assignments has begun Sudie Jones served as piano acagain.
companist for the chorus in the
Oscar Moore, dated to appear on absence of Mrs. Dorothy T. Grathe program "Brown
Ameri- ham, the chorus director. The enca Speaks" discussing the sub- tire college family sympathizes
ject: "Should a teen-age curfew with Mrs. Graham in her hour
be adopted in Memphis" did a lot of grief due to the loss of a loved
of study on teenager habits but one.
his subjects were all of the oppo- THOUGHT OF THE WEEK
site sex. Perhaps he was looking
Employ your time well, if you
for only one viewpoint. Rev. C. mean to gain success and indeThomas Paige, the college minis- pendence, and since you are not
ter was to appear on the program stifle of a minute, don't throw away
also.
an hour.
The freshman class presented
their play, "He Is Risen, Indeed," Selassie To Visit Japan
for the benefit of the extended
TOKYO — Kyodo news service
day students so that they might
reported last week that Ethiopian
enjoy it as the regular students
Emperor Haile Selassie and his
did. This play was presented by a wife
will visit Japan this sumcast which seemed to be accustom- mer.
ed to the stage and acted like
Selassie's visit will he the first
regular troopers. Yours truly, Mar- to
Japan by a foreign monarch
vel Woods, the director, was very
since World War II
DEATH AND DESTRUCTION
rode the winds of tornadoes
which swept through the Mid.
S. Orleans, where they were
allowed to pluck a few of the
blooming pink Thrift flowers
along the
sidewalk is
South and other parts of t h e
country last week. These
pictures were made after tornado visits in Lexington, Tenn.
and near Tunica, Miss. Upper
left a custodian at the Montgomery High school for Negroes surveys some of t h e
damage. Upper photo center
; is the home of Mr. and

Mrs.
W. Kizer, sr., which
was picked up from one side
of a street in Lexington and
slammed down on the ogler
side. The Kizer family was
the worst hit with two children killed, the mother and
other children injured. at
right, top row, Mrs. Beulah
Parker stands by bedside of
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Kizer,
who suffered a head injury
and was listed as critical Jackson at Madison County Gene•
ral hospital in Jackson. Mr.
Kizer was on his way home
when the tornado hit and

his sister, Mrs. Parke r,
told how she and her husband arrived at the scene
from the other side of town
to find him digging into the
rubble looking for members
of his family. The picture inset shows how the sm a II
frame Miller's Union school
for Negroes located on the
Woolfolk plantation near Tunica. Miss., was wrecked, resulting in the death of the
principal, James Lenore, about
50,
and injury to a n umber of students. From left in
lower photos; M r s. Ruth

Lenore, wife of the principal
and a teacher in the wrecked school herself, holds an
only photo of her husband;
Henry Burkes, 8, suffered a
possible dislocated hip and is
comforted by his mother Mrs.
Roberta Ward and grandfather, Roman Burkes, w h o
found the body of the principal. Center, is Annie B.
Ward, eighth grader who suffered a back injury. Next are
Thelma Davis and her mother, Mrs. Ruth Mae Davis. in
final shot, Velma Robinson,
her mother Mrs. Tinnie Robin-

son and Claude, brother; Mrs.
Lillie Mae Robinson, sister-inlaw: Thelma Robinson, cous-

in; and Queenesta GladneY)
another cousin.

West Memphis
News
By Tommy Parker
T. W. Cogg, executive secretary' of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Parker,
of the Arkansas Teachers Asso- sr. of 208 N. 14th st. celebrated
ciation, spoke to the teachers her birthday, March 31, with a
of the Hulbert - West Memphis party at her home. Each place
school district in the Wonder was marked nests filled with
High school auditorium. He men- Easter eggs. Following the party,
tioned the accomplishments of the t h e children enjoyed an Easter
association during the past year, Egg hunt. Guests were: Freddie
and pleated with all teachers who Taylor, Joe Moore, jr., Kenneth
are not already members of the Ray Jackson, Archie Lee Taylor,
association to join.
Glen McClure, Curtis Lee Lewis,
Mr. Cogg was formerly the Freddie James Moore, Eddie E.
president of Baptist college of Lit- Taylor, Earnest Hightower, Tomtle Rock, Ark. He was succeeded my Parker, Jr.. Dorothy Jordon,
by Mr. Frank Smith who is tak- Vivian Elder, Mary L. Williams,
ing a leave of absence from the Emma Dora Moore, Mildred
STARTS
Moore, Margie Jean Taylor and
3
Association.
SUNDAY
St
ell
11
L
.
M
oore.
BIG
Erma McKnuckle, of 413 S. 11th
APRIL 15
Cake and,ice cream were servDAYS!
st., was on the sick list last week,
ed.
Mattie
J.
received
many
but is better now. She is a 7th
grade student at Wonder High gifts.
The beauticians of Memphis,
school.
Tenn. left April 8 for Hot Springs
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Baldwin, of Ark,
to attend the convention.
105 S. 15th st. had as their EasMrs. Mary Catching of 115 S.
ter guests, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse 12th st.
will leave by plane for
Heed of Hinchcliff, Miss. Mrs. Los
Angeles, Calif. April 20. The
Reed is Mrs. Baldwin's sister.
trip was given to her by friends,'
Mrs. Edna M. Seals, Marion Mr. and Mrs Jerry Hodges of
chairman of the Red Cross drive that city.
has made her final report with
$15, The following persons donated $1 each: Miss Minnie Palmer,
Mrs. Pearline Wray, Mrs. FanIN CINEMASCOPE AND WARNERCOLOR
nie Sanders, Mrs. Florence Wilson, Mrs. Florence Brown, Mrs.
COMING
Glenn
Savannah Fields. Booker WashThe Canasta de Nfoiselles SoWednesday
FORD
ington. Robert Lee Jones and Rob- cial club held its regular meeting
&
Donna
ert Tyrus. Mr. and Mrs. Rob- last week at Mrs. Gladys Bolton,
Thursday!
REED
ert Lee -Jones donated $5.
2034 Corry. A new member joined,
A drama of tingling suspense!
The Wonder High school hand Mrs. Mary Bowen, The club is
will be at the Morning Star Bap- now making plans for the annual
tist church. Hulbert, Ark., Sun- cabaret ball, which is to be libld
day, April 22 at 2:30 p.m. for the Friday, June 8, at Curries Club
benefit of the Willing Workers Tropicana.
I
I°
club. Rev. C. Bolden, pastor; Mrs.: Mrs. Johnnie M. Yancey is club
WashinIton. president of club: President, Mrs. M. R. Clements,
Mrs. Parker, vice president and reporter.
Mr Reeo secretary L. R.
more is band director. The band
will he in Earl. Ark, at the Golden High school Friday night, April
20.
There will be a Friends Day,
Alan Ladd, Edward G. Robin- T h e film marks
the return of
The Morning Star senior choir Sunday, at the Mt.
Hermon son and Joanne Dru are teamed Alan Ladd in an
action-packed
gave a Heaven and Hell 'supper churches, Rev. Rollins is
in
the
new
'action
drama,
"Hell
asking
role
in
t
h
e
style
at the home of Mrs. Mary Catch- ell friends to be present.
of
his earlier
The On Frisco Bay," opening Sunday
ing, of 115 S. 12th st., for the morning service will be conduct- at the NEW DAISY for a 3-day films.
benefit of the church. The affair ed by Rev. Westly Cox and con- run.
Starring opposite Ladd in "Hell
was last Wednesday night. Ev- gregation. Evening service
"Hell On Frisco Bay," a new On Frisco Bay" are Edward
will be
G.
eryone had a wonderful time.
I conducted by New Salem church. Warner Bros. film, is t h e story Robinson and Joanne Dru. T h
CELEBRATES
of
embittered
an
ex-cop on a re- film, in CinemaScope and Warner
Closing remarks will be given
Mattie Jean Parker, daughter by Rev. Rollins, the pastor.
lentless vengeance-hunt for the Color iias under the direction
of
man who framed him for man- Frank Tuttle. It is a Jaguar Pro-laughter.
duction for Warner Bros.

WtoDAISY

Enjo9 the
World's Most
' REFRESHING

Beer!

ALAN LADD
EDW.G.ROBINSON
JOANNE DM!

Canasta Club
Has Newcomer

WELL ON
FRISCO EklY"

"RANS0:1"

Friends Day Slated
At Mt. Hermon

'Hell On Frisco Bay' Now
Warner Thriller Opens Sunday
At The New Da!sy!

MADAM
BELL
Greatest Palmist
The one that you all know
that use to live at the Missis.;ippi State line will close
her office now and will not give readings. Due to the
bad weather she is unable to build her home. Be sure
to watch the Tri-State Defender or The Memphis World
newspapers tor the opening date. She'll open again when
the weather is good and will notify you where her new
office will be.

MADAM BELL WILL HAVE NO
daughters or sisters reading for her while her office is
closed. Don't be misled by cthers. She will notify you of
the new location and opening date through the Tri-State
Defender or The Memphis World.
•

,Ian Ladd pays a visit to the headquarters of
Edward G. Robinson and his killer-assistant, Paul Stewart, in
a scene f•nni
the new Warner Bros. thriller, "Hell On Frisco
Bay,- loafing
Dru also stars in the film which opens Sunday
at the NEW
DAISY Theatre for a 3-day showing.

•

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDERi

The JACKSON

Sat.. April 14, 1956 lt.)

SCENE
WM Anna Lee
The Easter Parade is over for
the day but fashions are still
being displayed.. For the little
folks, W'ashington-Douglas Elemenary School presented the annual
Easter Parade of Fashions Monday night. Chairmen for the program were Mesdames Lillian Reid,
Lucille Davis, Christiana Mitchell,
Vivian Bell and Miss Harris HousLEADERS IN THE LANE.. Included in photo. Third
ton. Music was supervised by Mesfrom
Arenia Mallory, president of
for the sessions. To her right
college two-day career conn i a Mallory, president of
dames Margaret Savage and CySaints Industrial Junior colIs
Lane President C. A, Kirk, MORE THAN 400 TEACHERS
health a n d physical educalege and the State Departference held March 26-27 are
left on front now is Dr. Are'
ril Porter.
lege in Mississippi, speaker
endoll.
from City and county school
ment of Education and w as
tion at Lane college, assistThe program opened with a short
systems of West Tennessee atdirected by Dr. Catherine Aled Dr. Allen. At left is Mr.
devotion led by the glee club which
tended the Physical Education
len. third front left, director
Kerr, director of health and
featured Gilliam Glover, fir st
a n d Recreation conference
of physical education for womphysical education of the state
grade student, singing the Lord's
held April 2 at Lane college
department who acconipanied•
en at New York university.
Prayer.
In Jackson. The conference
Miss Lucinda Edwards, secDr. Allen to the campus, and
Then for the parade. There were
was co-sponsored by Lane colond from left, instructor of
at right Dean J. O. Perpener.
scenes from each grade with students modeling church, sports, evening and dance attire. Music was
enterwoven throughout the proA new weekly network television
JACKSON, Tenn. — "Choosing a she said "a career may be a setMcClain, chairman, Mrs. Louise gram and getting plenty of apshow, featuring dramatizations career must be your own deci- ies of
jobs which may not be Prather, and Miss Anna Jackson, plause was a group of young men
'*
from the stories of John Nesbitt, sion," said Dr. Arenia C. Mal-; spectacular
, and what we call a Home Demonstration agent.
from the eighth grade who gave
long known as a story narrator lory, in her opening address to job
may be a satisfying and necesIn the area of music: Dr. M. their version of "16 Tons." Servin radio and motion pictures was the students of Lane college on the
sary career."
B. Southall, chairman, L a w- ing as moderators were Miss Fonscheduled to go on the air Sunday, first day of the two-day Career!
I*
16
%
0aaitu tt
CONSULTANT LIST
rence Weaver, 0. W. Hewitt, tella Mallory and Joe Ann Nei- "
rsk
April 8.
Joseph McDaniel, 19-year-o 1
Conference held on Monday and;
The program, which is sponsor- Tuesday,
The consultants who served very John Hughes of Union Univer- son.
son of Rev. and Mrs. J. A. McMarch 26 and 27.
Again
we
little
folks
find
the
at
efficiently were all specialists in sity, Miss Minnie Slaughter, Mrs.
ed by the Bell Telphone System
If there is any Great American egg yolk
and blend quickly. Daniel, of 1297 South Parkway,
The first day of the Career, their fields of
Elizabeth Fosscy of Union, Bar- it with Fashions of Springtime
and known as "Telephone Time",
interest.
presented
by
Jack
the
and
Jill
gradually
add to mixture in went into business for himself
Then
Conference
Dessert,
was for the college !
one which more Amerinev Thompson of Lambuth.
%vitt be carried over the CBS NetIn
the
area
of
science
and
mathMother's
Club
Bethel
at
AME cans like better than any other. double boiler and continue cook- three weeks ago with the openIn Speech and Drama. and Forwork and will be seen here over students and the second was high ematics: J. T. Beck,
church
on
Tuesday.
chairman.
mg of the. McDaniel Service Cen*
school
senior
day.
A
total
514
of
it's vohably pie. Fruit pies, ens_ in for 4-5 minutes, stirring con- ter,,
Station WREC-TV each Sunday at
languages Dr. J. 0. MeShine
Herman Stone, jr., T. J. Womack, eign
a,radio and TV repair shop,
The little ladies and gents were
•was chairman.
pies !stantlY. Add butter and vanilla
bright-eyed seniors from twenty
pies,
chiffon
pies,
6 p.m. EST.
cream
Others
were
Dr. at their best. Presented as "Miss
Dr. I. L. Hildreth, Dr, W. E. Mcat
a4e
Beale st.
— all have their backers for first and stir to blend. Cover and let
Plans for the program showings high schools of West Tennessee Kissack. Mrs.
John Cottin of Fisk Mrs. Hazel
Gertrude
Springtime
little
was
Ford.
Bar"
Miss
slightly.
cook
Pour
into
baked
cDantel
.M
was one of the
poured
onto
campus
the
place
in this vicinity were revealed here
in this big league of favof the•
Wright, N. V. MeCtillotieh. Mrs.
shell and cover with meringue. ! first graduates of
bara Davis, daughter of Mr. and
the Keegang
In the area of modelling and
orite desserts. There is every rea- Pld
by Roby- Freeman, district man- college early Tuesday morning to
Penn, erainr(1;
and Mrs. Cath- Mrs. John L. Davis.
I1 yislorro
M
TV and Radio school and is a
Meringue:
whites,
3
tableegg
6
ager of Southern Bell Telbphone participate in what proved to be related fields: Dean Marie
should
why
son
modern
pies
be
Taylor.
1933 graduate of Booker T. WashFASHIONETTA DATE
one of the biggest events of the !chairman. Mrs. Ethel Venson and
even beter than those (of tender spoons sugar.
company.
Consultants in the area of reliington
High school,
Miss
S.
King.
Chocolate-topped cream pie:
The series is being filmed at school year. The conference,.
gion were Mrs. Priscilla Howard, Sorry I got the date wrong for memory) which Grandma used
McDaniel says the shop will
Fill
baked
shell
pie
very
the
with
much
vamake;
looked
there's
Commerce
foreward
reason
to
and
which
no
to
was
and
initiated three years
business: Craw- chairman, Mrs. Veda Thompson,
the Hal Roach Studios in Hollybe open front 8 a.m. until 5 p.m.
!
wood. Hal Roach, jr., is the ex- ago, has expanded in every way. ford Robinson, chairman. .1 o Ii n Rev. C. D. Colemati, Dr. L. W. Fashionetta. Believe I told you the why yours shouldn't be better too. nilla cream filling. Melt one
Service
calls will be made in the
ecutive producer and Jerry Stagg
There are a few hints for pie oz.) package semi-sweet chocolate home also, he
On hand to serve the student's Pattcn, S. H. Bronotigh, Miss Ruth Brown, and Dr. U. Z. McKinnon, 20th. Well it's been moved up to
said.
is the producer. John Nesbitt will were more than 40 visiting consul- Maddox, Isiah Savage Joe Mer- executive dean of the Philips Friday, April 13. Now don't get making that are general help. bits over hot water and blend in
superstitio
us
and stay at home. Of course, your utensil, your stove 3 tablespoons light cream or top
appear M each film to introduce tants, supplemented by our own ry, Mrs. Paul Bigby.
School of Theology.
The place is Lincoln Elementary and also your ingredients help in milk. Spread over cream filling.
the story.
! In the social sciences and restaff personnel.
school. The sponsor, Alpha Kappa determining the ultimate outcome Top with unsweetened whipped
Thirteen stories in the series
lated fields: Dean P. R. Shy,
APPROACHING 75
THAT CAN BE USED
Alpha Sorority. Featured attrac- of your favorite recipe. But these cream at serving
have already been produced. The
Chairman, W. E. Jackson, Myron
time.
tion, the noted fashion model from three hints are always helpful in
Lane college, fast approaching
stories will show a wide variety
• Clemmons. Mrs. Warren S m ith
We Handle The Notes
Manggaum. You will probably re- making real good pastry.
in type, time and locale. Some its Seventy-fifth birthday, w a s County Director of
The Pribilof island seal herd,
Public
Welfare
member
during
founded
her
her
in 1832 by the Colored ,
stay on the
are comedies, some are trageI. Too much flour makes pie reduced front three million or
! and Mrs. Jean Knowles.
campus at Lane college as Berdies, but all show the reaction of Methodist Episcopal church (now.
more to 130,000 by indiscriminate
tough.
crust
IN
GOVERNMENT
nice Smith.
Methodist Episcopal,
a real human being ta a real Christian
killing, has been rebuilt by. strict '
much
shortening
makes
Too
2.
95 SO. LAUDERDALE
By DARMY BAILEY
She is a Delta Sigma Theta soGovernment had as its chairchurch). It is located in the heart
life problem.
conservation measures to almost
it dry and crumbly
Phone IA 6-1633
of West Tennessee, that part of man G. L. Thacker. Others includ- "Broadway of Stars," presented ror and is definitely going places
original
its
number.
3. Too much liquid makes It
Among the well known guests the state where the largest per- ed Joe McClure, Sohn Bonds, as an all-male show by the Sen- in the modeling world. To find out heavy and soggy.
attending the recent testimonial centage of the Negro population James Jordan, all of the Civil iors of Booker T. Washington, was what to yvear and when to wear Variations of cream Die
perhaps one of the most success- it, don't miss the Fashionetta.
dinner for Mrs. Ina McCord was resides. A member of the United Service department.
VANILLA CREAM PIE
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
In the area of physical educa- ful shows ever attempted.
, Negro College Fund since its beLeon Elcock of Brooklyn.
milk'
cups
2
It
featured
such stars (imagin! ainning, Lane college is still main- tion was J. A. Cooke, chairman,
Chattanooga was the spot Eas'a cup sugar
able)
as
Burt
Lancaster,
h
e
T
Miss
Lucinda
tained by the Christian Methodist
Edwards. Miss Mater week end for three fraternal
• SPECIALIZING IN GOOD FOOD •
1-4 teaspoon salt
, Episcopal church. Its influence ble Golden, supervisor of play- Laughs, The Four Freshmen, The organizations, namely, Alpha KapSEAFOODS - STEAKS - CHOPS
yolks,
beaten
slightly
egg
3
Latin
Americans, The Platters and pa Alpha and Zeta Phi Beta sorori' and prestige is steadily mounting grounds, William Green, Samuel
1 teaspoon vanilla
other
SHORT
familiar
ORDERS - SANDWICHES
personalitie
s.
ties
and Omega Psi phi frathrough such services /is the re- Carpenter, C. C. Jones, director
3 tablespoons cornstarch
BRONZE QUEEN CONTEST
ternity, Representing the Jackson
of the YMCA.
cent conference.
ORCHEST
RA
- DANCING NIGHTLY
2 tablespoons butter
Participaing in the city-wide Omegas were Dr. W. E. A.
In the area of professional eduMc. Dr. Mallory, who Is president of
Scald
double
milk
of
top
in
boilBronze Queen contest from Booker
Catering To Parties And Clubs
' the Saints Industrial Junior college cation: Mrs. Lavera Avant, chair- T. Washington were the following Kissack, president of the gradu- er, Blend sugar, salt and cornchapter,
ate
Otto
Jones1
member
man,
C.
C.
Bond,
Miss Darlene beauties: Barbara
which she founded, served as the
ANDREW MITCHELL, OWNER
Kendall, spon- of the graduate chapter, and Sam- starch and add to milk. Cook over
keynote speaker. She delivered Wilson, Dr. J. C, Perpener.
boiling water until thick (about
•
sored by the Elk's; Marie Gor- uel Polk student on the
campus
Library science: James Sloan, don, Bilk;
the main address on both days.
There is a reason why people
Barbara Bates, 14th of Lane college. It was District 15 minutes), stirring constantly.
chairman, Mrs. Clara Hewitt, Mrs. Ward
subject
Her
"Ever
was
Widening
Civic
club;
like to do business with us. It
Barbara W i 1- 5 meeting for the Omegas. A Cover and let cook for 10 minIra L. Shy, Mrs. Alice Kirkendoll. kins, LeMoyne
Gardens; Tequil- public joint meeting was held by utes., Add part of hot mixture to
is our prompt, friendly service, Horizons for Our Youth Of ToHome Economics: Miss V er a la Lott, Booker
•
T. Washington, the three organizations on Friday
courteous treatment and desire day."
•
and Josie Baldridge; Cleaborn evening which included
In the course of her very scholto help you.
the Omega Washington-Douglas Elementary
Homes tenants.
arly and stimulating addresses she
Talent Hunt. Samuel Polk partici- school who has been ill for some
M.T. SHELLNUT . . Is a telephone Central
Open Thursday Nighh
"FASHION BOUQUET" for the pated on the program.
time. He was expressing his thanks
said, "the time for square pegs
Office Switchman. He tests and keeps in good repair the
modern
Until 9:00
Miss
was
teachers
been
so
who had
nice
presented by the
in round holes is out." "People,"
On the social side a joint closed to
thousands of automatic electrical switches in dial office
Simplicity Pattern Company, Inc., dance was given
she continued, "become square
by the three or- to him during his illness.
equipment—the million-dollar "brain" that speeds your calls
with Ann Breed as narrator. Those ganizations Friday night and SatRecently at the home of Mr. and
pegs in round holes because of igthrough. M. T. is one of nearly 1,900 Southern Bell switchparticipatin
g
were:
Barbara John- urday they were guests at a dance Mrs. A. D. Williams on Mobile
norance, lack of guidance, or bemen. Been with the Company 15 years. He's active in PTA
son, Shirley Branch, Martha Lit- sponsored by Delta Sigma The- ave., a lovely dinner was served
ond church work. Hobbies are fishing and gardening.
cause they hurry to take the first
tle, Yvonne Bryant, Marie Thom- ta, Alpha Phi Alpha and
job that becomes available." She INSTITUTE
Kappa in honor of Mrs. Jessie Cox who
, W. Va. — The In- as, Connie Ingle, G. Jones, BarAlpha Psi. Dr. McKissack was is 81 years of age from Humboldt,
pointed
also
out
people
that
do
not
152 MADISON AVE.
tercollegiate Drama Association bara Kendall, June Billups, Onnie
made Assistant District Represent- Tenn. The table was very prettily
, sometimes follow what should be of West Virginia State College
Phone bk 5.7611
will Fletcher, Barbara Wilkins, Marion ative covering West Tennessee.
decorated in a lovely lace table
their career because it lacks gla- begin its three-day Twenty-Six
Home Owned - Home Operated
th Mitchell, Roselle Herrod Faye
In town for the Easter week- cloth with yellow jonquils gracing
mour. Commenting on this point Annual Spring Festival. April
5. Gadner, Cora Lambert, Nudye end were Mr. and Mrs. Tyson the center. Turkey and all the
The schedule follows: At 2:45 Bell Fisher, Tequilla Lott,
Julia Spann and daughters. They were trimmings made up the menu. Mr
p. m. April 5 at the College Play- Brown, Clara Wallace,
Celita guests of Mr. Spann's parents, Mr. Williams was the perfect hostess
house, using the topic, The Use Hampton, and Betty Chattman,
and Mrs. James Spann and his to the following guests: Mrs. J.
of Levels and the Multiple Set in REV. COLE
sister and family, the V. J. Gil- Cox, her son, Mr. Woodrow Cox,
"The Skin of Teeth," "The Death
On Wednesday morning of last mores, The Spanns now reside in Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Cox and
of a Salesman," and "Murder in week, the students of
BTW rock Ann Arbor, Mich.
nephew, Herman, all of H u mthe Cathedral" will be presented in applause as the,
name of Rev. J. C. T. A. ELECTS
IN A
boldt, Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt Wilby A and T College, South Caro- Cole was called among
liams of Trenton, Tenn., Mr. and
the numthe
At
April
meeting
Jackof
the
lina 'State College and
Virginia ber of other pastors present in
son Colored Teachers' Association Mrs. W. P. Blake, Mrs. Sarah
State College.
the annual Pastor's Day at BTW.
held at Lincoln Elementary school, Hunt, Mrs. Lelia Thomas, Mrs.
new officers were installed by S. Maude Trotter, Mr. and Mrs. E.
H. Branough, business manager at M. Shaw and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Lane college, Out-going president, William Gillian, Mrs. Maude Hunt
C. N. Berry, principal of Merry and Mr. George Thacker, all of
High school, relinquished his chair Jackson.
to T. R. White, asst, principal at MRS. SHAW ENTERTAINS
Merry High. To serve with him
Mrs, Daisy Shaw was the lovefor the school year of 1956-57 are ly hostess to the Athenian Art
DRIVEN LESS THAR 50 MILES
Mrs. V. M. Bell, vice president, and Literary Club in her home
Mrs. C. C. Porter, secretary, Mrs. on last Saturday. Presiding over
E. White, asst. secretary; Mrs. the business was Mrs. Rena Hay,
M K. Smith, treasurer, C. N. president, Plans were made for
Berry, parliamentarian. Delegates presenting the annual scholarship
Musing: Paradise is not confin- out with dates and parties. Just to go to the N. E. A. which meets
from the club to some worthy stued to tomorrow! Heaven is possi- remember they don't enjoy deny- this summer in Portland, Ore., are dent. Baked ham, potato
salad,
(Radio, Heater, Flo-Tore Paint)
ble now! Have you ever been.lost? ing you the privileges other girls C. N. Berry and Mrs. Gladys Dav- spice tea, peanut roll and ice
As you prayed to find your way may have. They have a solemn is. Remarks were given by Su- cream was the menu enjoyed by
you asked for the "heaven" of responsibility and they are trying perintendent D. E. Ray and Miss the president, Mrs. A. C. Greer,
your own bed once more. In to help you grow up into wise Darline Hutson, supervisor. A very Mae Cheairs, Mrs. Essie Jones.
many ways of our world we are and happy young men and w0111- nice letter of thanks was read Mrs, Clous Neal, Mrs. Ida Jacklost in sin, prejudice, and war. en.
from Mr. 0. C. Cole, principal of son, and Mrs. Victoria Pulliam.
Many christians pray that peace
(Radio, Heater, Flo-Tone Paint)
and purity may come tomorrow.
However, Jesus turned to the
malefactor -and said to him, 'ToSEE THESE SPARKLING BEAUTIES IN
day shalt thou he with Me in
GORGEOUS SPRING COLORS
paradise. Paradise becomes a
When you dial a telephone number, a marvelously
reality immediately. We experie nc e the triumph of spiritual
intricate "brain--the dial switching equipment in
peace because the spirit of God
the central office—flashes into action. At the compossesses our hearts. We may
mand of your dial, up to 5,000 split-second conpossess eternal life in our heart,
mind and soul, now." Selected.
tacts may operate in completing your call. Faster
Dear Carlotta:
SHADE TREES, 15 feet tall, 4 feet wide
than you read this!
BLACK MUCK..... .3 sacks $1.00
My girl friend and I are 14 years
M. T. Shellnut and his fellow workers ride herd
old and will be in the ninth
EVERGREEN .
.50c and up
grade next year. Our problem is
on this costly equipment day and night to make
BARNYARD FERTILIZER of all kinds
$5.00 per pick-up load
''We cannot date!" We have sevsure your calls go through fast. Together with
eral chances a week to go, but
LEAF-MOLD.
$8.00
per
pick-up
load
some
65,000 other trained Southern Bell people
our mothers refuse. Most of the
girls in our neighborhood date,
in offices, on pole lines, in manholes under the
and some go steady. Our mothers
streets ... he helps to give you the kind of service
keep saying, "You're too young!"
you want and need.
What should we do? Thank you.
Confused,
Dear Confusedl
Be patient! Now that you are
UNEXCELLED SERVICE
about to go to high school, your
and Telegraph Company
mothers may decide the time has
I nearly come to allow you le Se

Southern Bell
Sponsors New
Series On TV

Lane Career Conference Attracts
514 Seniors From 20 Prep Schools

McDaniel Opens
Radio-TV Shop

Ij L Y AY:1/14;.>

•

USED CARS

Booker 1'.
Washington

PARROTT MOTOR COMPANY

The CLUB EBONY

LO
AN
S
• AUTOS FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT

500 Beale Avenue

JA 5-2873

Spring Festival
For W.Va.State

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

•

SWING TO SPRING
1956

MERCURY

•

Two-Door Sedan

$1995

Hardtop Coupe

2295

PHAETON
4-Door Hardtop

$2495

Meet the man who
guards the million-dollar
"brain"...

36 Months to Pay

GILMORE

MOTORS,INC.
YOUR LINCOLN -MERCURY DEALER
540 S. Third at Calhoun

JA 5-0717

We do pruning, trimming and fertilizing plants wih liquid fertilizer...25c per plant.

FREEMAN & FREEMAN NURSERY

2743 PARK AVE.

PH. 4-2777

Southern Bell Telephone

..:

•
'
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TII-STATE DEFENDER
Sat

'"Humans are never born equal."
That's some people's opinion and
, they are right. They're not equal
as regards physical, mental or lanancial standards but these circumstances should not deprive a
man of liberty and equal opportunities. The old saying still stands,
reading "White and Colored" at though, "Birds of a feather will
the bus station. After the decision flock together." Poor men don't exthey took down the "small" signs pect to keep the company of the
and hung some "large" ones rich, they just want it known that
there is no superior race as such.
carrying the same message.
What some of these organizaI. • •
tions should be doing instead of
to Expect in 1956."
running around creating race haNegroes will enter Memp hai s_
this Fall, no matter how tred by preaching disobedience to
Supreme Court ruling is gettough the exams are made . . the
•
Swimming pools will not be as• sing ready to live with what is
crowded this year as last because I coming.
* * *
of the new idea of charging . . .
City Commissioners will give more Ladies, don't go around driving
MO mph trying to get home bethought to desegregating the present golf cours rather than going fore that husband arrives for you
through with the spending of many might not just be fined $135 as
needed thousands of dollars for a was Mrs. Erma Lee Hearns — you
few people to play . . . More might get killed, or worse, kill
someone else. It's better to suffer
Negroes will be seen in St. Louis
the consequences of getting home
and Chicago to see major league late then to end
up guest of the
baseball ... more Negro organiza- police, hospital or maybe the folks
tions will drop the name Negro at the morgue.
* • •
from their headings , . Fisk
Tel me:—If you were in a branch
university will have more white of the
Army would you be in the
students.
calvary or in the cavalry?

April 14, 1956

Stork Stops
Cay"

Born at JohncGastoa Hospital: to Lindsey J and Ada Lou Mitch- t APRIL 6, 1956
MARCH 31, 1956
ell, of 3022 Crystal.
Harold Thomas Lowe, a son,
Diable Michal Blount, a daughA son to Goldie and Flora Rid- , to James E. and Dorothy Loess,.
ter, to Charles W. and Mae Belle dle, of 297 Dixie Mall.
of 1412 May.
Blount, of 216 E. Virginia.
Darnell Sullivan, it., a son, to I Ronald Avant, a son, to Willie
Stella Mae Knox, a daughter, to
Darnell and Mary Sullivan, of 2437 , and Ida Bell Avant, of 704 Polk.
Samson and Dorothy Knox, of 231
I Milton Jones, a son, to Milton V.
Midway.
Flynn.
and Ruth Jones, of 1927 N. HalEric
Joel Watkins, a son, to ElJoyce Denise Starks, a daughlywood.
1
ter to Harry and Earlie Starks, of dridge T. and Bernice Watkins, Sons (twins) to Deary and Lotof 1173 Charlotte E.
'
494 So. Hollywood.
tie Shipp
of 888 Barton.
Gregory Scott, a son, to Frank
daughLoretta
Jones, a
Evelyn
vennica knn Williams, a daughG.
and Magnolia Scott, of 300 ter, to Robert S. and
ter to Clarence E. and Evelyn
Jelone WilElder Road.
Jones, of 2249 Clarksdale.
liams, of 2998 Shannon.
Eltoro
Smith,
a
son,
Thomas
to
Floyd Killion, a son, to James
Diane Burton, a daughter, to
and Alice Killion, of 311 So. Or- and Lucille Smith, of 3013 Shan- Wallace and Jean Burton, of 1238
non.
leans.
Latham.
Larry Liggins, a son, to 0. E. Lillie Mae Jones, .a daughter, Thomas D. Wallace, jr.,a son,
and Rosie Liggins, of 1192 Argyle. to Robert L. and Nellie Jones, of to Thomas D. and Margaret WalShirley Jean Covington. a daugh. 316 silverage.
lace, of 1936 Kansas.
Sheree Denise Jackson, a daughter, to Jessie L. and Mamie CoyPatricia Ann Hatchell, a daughter to Felix W. and Mamie Jack- ter, to Eddie L. and Queen Hatchington of 836 Walker Court.
Robin Rochelle Smith,a daugh- son, of 438 Dixie Road.
l ett, of 703 Leath.
ter, to Melvin and Billie Smith, of Jacuely-n Delois Nolan, a daugh. I Melody .Mayfield, a daughter, to
ter, to Dennis and Juanita Nolan I Bernard and Lubertha Mayfield, of
483 Walker.
of 229 Leath.
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575 Linden.
Johnny Earl Moody, a son, to
Dave and Dovella Moody, of 828
Nonconnah.
Calvin Alonzo West, a son, to
Ira D. and Helen West, of 1592
Sunset.
SATURDAY — Conditions are be very neat and careful about
Martha Ann Bobo, a daughter,
to Clyde E. and Priscilla Bobo, of the same for the past year and a your appearance and like the best
change for the best will take of everything for the least.
3024 Andy Road.
THURSDAY — Call those born
A son, to Robert and Gertrude place in a short time. You, have
developed a form of disgust of this house sons
Worsham, of 20711 Hunter.
of armour or
which has not helped your situa- love I should say.
APRIL 2, 1956
And through
Stephen Earl Harris, a son, to non you must overcome a n y life will find it much harder to
discard a mate than get one. Yes,
Willie L. and Mary Harris, of 233 form of doubt for success,
SUNDAY — You may find your. the world's great lovers are all
Pauline Cir
Robin Williams. a daughter, to self on this Sabbath Day wonder- the world's great lovers are all I
Bernard and Mary Williams, of jog just where to go. I would of this day, that if, they excel
advise church, in which you should all others in figures.
936 Kansas.
Irene Lovella Morris. a daugh- I never become tired. I consider
FRIDAY — You must in order
ter, to George E. and Gustava this man's greatest obligation, that , to get anywhere on this present
he may show appreciation for the trip of life forget about
Morris, of 1400 Kimball.
black
Lononie Owens, jr., a son, to gift of life which God has given. cats, step ladders and all other
Lonnie and Connie Owens, of 1160
MONDAY — Try not to be signs that are not basic. The one
evasive and face the realities of true sign that we find proof of is
N. McLean.
Anita Oree Jones, a daughter, life. So often what may only be a Sun-Moon-Stars-Planets and last
to John E. and Annette Jones, situation you have magnetized by but not least, the rainbow, which
of 1491 Wabash.
a false trend of thought. So often means He will be back. Oh, yes,
Janet Lynne Armstead, a daugh- people may offer advice but you I mean God.
ter, to Fred N. and Rose Mary will find their only interest is in
Write Prof. A. Fernandez for
Armstead, of 2680 Spottswood.
financial gain.
help with your problems.
Glenda Gail Wrighte, a daughTUESDAY — As a "son of" this
ter to James A. and Earnestine house you are able to conceal
Wright, of 287 East Georgia.
your innermost feelings no m atDelino Richardo Franklin, a son, ter how bitter your plight. May,
to Robert A. and Barbara Frank- , be it's because your facial ex11.0, of 1294 Effie Road.
I pression always belie your evasBillie Jean Henderson, a daugh- ive answers and just through a
ter, to Willie L. and Future Hen- L f o r m of pity do so many rederson, of 1501 Florida.
train from acting as though they
Carnese Ann Wilkerson, a daugh. doubt you.
The Girl
Troops of Ralter, to Tom IV. and Earnestine WEDNESDAY — Do not employ eigh, Tenn.Scout
presented a unique
1
'Wilkerson, of 74 W. Olive.
the use of eyeglasses that you program closing Girl Scout Week,
0 James Irvin Triplett, a son, to
do not consider a perfect fit. By Sunday, March 19 at the Spring
Jeremiah and Mae Triplett, of 67
all means do wear if needed as morning service.
Lauderdale,
Troops taking part in the propride plays a great part with all
APRIL 3, 1954
those of this birth. You should gram were: the intermediate troop
Branda Marie Culp, a daugh222, with Mrs. Mary Johnson,
ter, to alter and Laura Culp, of
leader, and the Senior troop 243
2605 Young.
with Mrs. Elnora Johnson) leadPeggy Ann Dortch, a daughter,
er.
to M. C. and Estelle Dortch, of
It was sponsored by the Spring
746 N. Bellevue.
Hill MB church, with Rev. Brady.
Elbert Crawford. jr., a son, to
Johnson, pastor and Intermediate
Elbert and Queen Ella Crawford,
Troop 245, Mrs. Dorothy B. Herof 1031 Tupelo.
ring, leader and the Spring Hill
Linda Ann Hardaway, a daughschool, Prof. I. R. Emery, princiLt. Arthur P. Minier, Asst.
ter, to Robert L. and Subrather
Property Disposal Officer of the pal.
Hardaway, of 979 Raymond.
36 BADGES
A son, to Lawrence and Mary Memphis General Depot, Airways
The special feature of the proBoulevard, has announced the sale
Bennett, of 1893 Keltner Circle.
gram was the . Court of Awards.
Gloria Dean Hurt, a daughter. of 26 each 14 foot assault boats
Nine girls received a total of 36
to Willie T. and Katie Hurt, of (used) and 22 each 55 horsepower badges in
the fields of HomeJohnson Outboard Motors (long
1623 Caradine.
making, Health and Safety, My
shank)
with
chest
(used).
pubThe
Larry Lee Burks, a son. to
Community and Out of Doors.
Thurman and Emma Burks, of 298 lic is invited to visit the Property
Mrs, E. R. Freeman explained
Disposal Office through April 16
So. Second.
Girl Scout Week and Court of
'or
in.pection
of
above
items.
the
Jacqueline Yvonne Liggins, a
Awards.
dauahter, to Benjamin F. and On- sealed bids which will be opened
The following girls spoke on the
17.
April
ie Liggins, of 1527 Webb.
work they have done in the varFurther information may be ob- ious fields.
Harold Dan Balfour, a son, to
John Evelyn Johnson,
John E. and Eddie Balfour, of tained by contacting the Property Camperaft:
Sadie Hollowell, Out
Disposal Officer, phone 48-4431, of
1906 Farrington.
Doors; Justine Spencer. Health
Alfonzo Gallaway, a son, to Per- extension 415.
and Safety: and Dorothy Jean
cy and Corine Gallaway, of 2350
Johnson. Homemaking.
Vandale.
BADGE RECIPIENTS
Emmitt Thomas, a son, to RooGirls receiving badges were:
aevelt and Emma Thomas, of 1362
Dorothy Jean Johnson, Elaine
University.
Mayhorn, John Evelyn Johnson,
Lillie Pearl Robeson, a daughSadie Hollowell, Wilma Jean
ter, to Milton R. and Mamie RoBrown, Catherine Brunson, Rosie
binson, of 1345 So. Main.
Mae Young, Justine Spencer and
Shirley Laverne Irby, a daughEthel Mae Boyd.
ter, to Sylvester and Marie Irby,
MILWAUKEE — (INS) — The
Mrs. Mary Brown, troop organof 563 Marble.
Milwaukee
Braves
announced izer, spoke on the work of the
A fi-ulhter, ta Shagg and Ethel Monday night that they have sent
Neighborhood Service Team work.
Washington, of 1951 Autumn.
first baseman George Crowe to Mrs.
Barbara F. Spencer exFred John Wesely Terry III, a 'lie Cincinnati Redlegs for rookie
plained the purpose of the cookie
son, to Fred J. W. and Virginia outfielder Bob Hark and another
sale. Mrs. Elnora Johnson was
4a1 'Volker.
player to be -named at a later 1
Ten ,
mistress of ceremony. At the
date. Crowe is 33.
APRIL 4, 1956
close of the program very enDiane Hughlett, a daughter, to
The trade left the Braves with , couraging words
were received
Edison and Maude Hughlett of 120 two first basemen, Joe Adock and ' from
the pastor. Rev. Brady
Weekley.
Frank Torre.
I Johnson.
Pamela Fay Robinson, a daughHazle was immediately released
ter to Jessie and Estella Robin- by the Braves and sent to the
son, of 215 W. Dison.
club's Wichita farm team in the
Rembert Pointer, a son, to Wes- `merican association.
ley L and Mattie Pointer, of 5291
Cole.
Charles Claybom Alexander, a
son, to Willie and Virginia Alexander, of 108 W. McKellar.
A son, to David and Geneva
By ALEXANDER DELOACH
Bonds. of 1582 Minnie.
Second
Baseman Tommy BeeBeverly Ann Franklin. a daughhomer in an exhibition game l a st
ter, to Willie T. and Elizabeth
BIRMINGHAM Ala. —(ANP)— week as the
Ellendalo All-S'ars
Franklin, of 2090 Hubert.
An argument over r 35 cents meal defeated
the
Memphi.
Black Caps
Warren Eugene Bowles, a son, resulted in a Negro customer he.
4-1. behind the four-hit hurling of
ta Milton r and Bertha Bowles, ing killed and a white cashier he.
Arthur Branch.
of 643 Marianna.
ing charged with murder.
Branch showed real class in
Essie Annette Shegog, a daughPolice said Winston Taylor, 40, the last two innings when
after
ter to James 0. and Earline She's shot "iv Alvis Lloyd Kuhn 58, the bases were
loaded at one
gog, of 2441 Blue Road.
at the cafeteria for Negroes where time he retired the side
without
BRIT, 5. 1954
Kuhn worked.
allowing a man to score.
Demetria Yvonne Kimball, a
Witnesses related that Taylor
Members of the semi-pro league
daughter, to Arthur and Sarah had 'aken a tray of food from net last week
with the representKimball, of 684 Hamilton.
the cafeteria counter but hadn't :Alyea of the WDIA Junior league
Phillip Henderson, a son, to paid for it. Kuhn was trying to and discussed getting
more manBooker T, and Clara Henderson, eject Taylor, who was described age,— to support teams
in the junof 2949 Wren pl.
as being drunk, when the shoot- ior ' p. Uniforms for the boys
Leonard Bernard Mitchell, a son, ing occurred.
are free.

The Stars Speak

News And Views
By LEON COLEMAN

\

The little "heavy" Lieutenant is
how I like to refer to Lt. George
W. Lee, a little man in stature
who is certainly "heavy" when it
comes to weight. Lieutenant knows
the needs and wants of the Negro
and doesn't hesitate to ask for
(and he can, you know) of freedom
like the little Lieutenant. Apparently his greatest interest is in
seeing the Negro gain his equality
for he is always harping on that
subject. He likes to speak (and
he can, you know) of freedom
for the Negro race. He says, "I
know its coming but I want to enjoy some of it before I leave here."
When the Lieutenant was asked
last year what he thought of the
two candidates running for the mayorship he replied, "Neither of
the mare great emancipators." I
was shopping downtown a day or
two after this statement was carried in one of the local dailies and
a man stated to me, "Lt. Lee says
Just what he wants to, doesn't
he." And I replied, "The Lieutenant is heavy."
MEMPHIAN GETS ANSWERS
* * *
CIO labor union. Her mother,
—Dr. James S. Thomas, of Mrs. Myrtle White is a cosIf you travel through Mississippi
the Board of Education of the
metology instructor at Booker
you run into saigns that read: A
Methodist church, Nashville,
T. Washington High.
Good Place to Raise A Boy or
Tenn., delivered an inspiring
Town of the Friendly People, etc.
address at Bennett college reWell, from these people's point of
cently. Here he is shown ansThe YWA of Columbus Baptist'Miss VIVA of Columbus Baptist
views, those signs may be correct.
wering some questions put to
But some of us aren't to take church at 324 N. Decatur held aiqchurch and Miss Jessie Mae Tay.
,him by one of the students
those signs for granted. Most small outstanding Tea on Sunday, Mar. lot was runner up. Brother Jessie
who heard his speech. She is
MINNEAPOLIS — (INS) —Jim Mississippi towns
look at a Mem- 25, at the home of Mrs. Rosie L. !Webster, deacon, crowned the
Miss Peggy White, 20, t h e
Kelly, University of Minnesota and , phian as Memphians
look at a McClaren of 848 Poplar St. Dec-)lovely queen and extended words
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. HenUnited States Olympic track Chicagoan,
and believe me it pays orations were beautiful yellow I of appreciation to, both contestry B. White, of 1519 Hanauer, coach, was described in good con- for
you to be on your P's and jonquils, Hysop of pink and lay- ants.
Memphis, Miss White, a sophodition Tuesday after suffering a Q's at all tines while
in Mis- ender and colorful floral wreaths.' Words of thanks were extended
more at Bennett, completed
heart attack.
sissippiThe guests enjoyed a happy af- members of YWA by the presiher secondary training at St.
The 60-year-old coach was strickJust to give you some idea what ternoon with refreshments consist- dent, Mrs. Ellen Branch. Mrs.
Augustine. She is a member
en Friday night and taken to Uni- I mean, a hint of what's going on, ing of orange
sherbert punch, Maude Stanley is secretary, Mrs.
of Bethel Presbyterian church
versity hospital in Minneapolis. before the Supreme Court's decis- hors d' oeuvres,
and assortments !Annie 1Vord, reporter.
pastored by Rev. J. A. McIt was not determined if his ion banning segregation of Inter- of colored mints, candies,
cookies
Daniel, Mr. White, her father
tiilel nse
.ss will affect his Olympic du- state travel, the small town
of and nuts.
About 13,000 persons each year
is a field representative f o r
Indianola had up some small signs
Mrs. Annie Word was crowned commit suicide in the U. S.

Columbus YWA Gii)es
Tea; Queen Crowned

im Kelly Better
Followina Attack

•

Don't miss the fun of smoking

Girl Scouts
At Raliegh
Give Program

•

II Mall

' Army ToSell
26 Used Boats
l And 22 Motors

Crowe Sent
To Redlegs
In Trade

1

Customer Slain
By Ala. Cashier

a.

For Flavor and Mildness

Becton Homers
To Snark Win
By Ellendale

'Fine Tobacco Filters Best

•Don't miss the fun of smoking.
Mildness is something you enjoy.
... it's a
pleasure with PALL MALL, because
PALL MALL's natural filter—greater length
of traditionally fine tobaccos—travels the
smoke further, filters the smoke
and makes it mild.
•So—get more fun out of smoking! Enjoy
smoothness, mildness and satisfaction no
other cigarette can offer. Buy PALL MALL
in the distinguished red package today!

Outstanding...and they arv mild
(ID k 1.te.

11110 OCT OP CIP6 6,/

1

LOADIPSO PIANVII•CTURLA OP CIG•PITTIO

1•047

Your appreciation of PALL MALL
quality
has made it America's
most successful and most imitated
cigarette.

